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State budget slashed

Day Care Center in danger
by TIM PETSHOW

An October 16 public hearing at
the State Capitol drew a packed
house and the decisions
announced may affect a sizeable
porportion of the OCE com
munity.
In a session that lasted close to
three hours, the director of
Children's Services Division,
John Galvin, made public his
tentative decision to slash nearly
70 per cent from the $7.2 million 4C council budget.
State officials, indignant
mothers, and otherwise con
cerned taxpayers jammed Room
12 as Galvin told of the $5 million
loss and of his decision to slice the
whole amount from one program.
The Child Services Division
caters to some 15 child welfare
programs throughout the state;
foster homes, training schools,
etc., in addition to the 4-C council
of Day Care centers. Northwest
Child Development Center on the
OCE campus is one such
operation sponsored by 4-C.
The loss of five million dollars
came about when the Federal
Revenue Sharing Bill was passed
But instead of knocking off 4 per
cent or so across the board,
Galvin extracted the entire sum
from the aformentioned 4-C
council.
The NWCDC, located in Todd
Hall, will be forced to cut its
operation by 50 per cent unless
Galvin produces a change of
heart. In addition, a Day Care
center in Independence, due to
open in a couple of months, will
be unable to open its doors if the
funds are slashed.

Budget cuts across the state may prevent children like those seen above from participating in the Day Care Program on the OCE
campus.
The gravity of the situation is
increased when it takes place in
such a community as Monmouth
with its large married student
population. Rarely do such
family budgets have room for
babysitting fees and the children,
who are not merely watched over
but participate in creative ac
tivities, may have been dealt the
biggest injustice.

Student vote may eliminate
non-resident tuition
by DAN TOMPKINS
Non-resident tuition may soon
be a thing of the past. The 26th

Sparks insists on
boiler problems solved
Last week's issue of Lamron 2
reported on the possible
problems involved in September
30th's emissions from the OCE
Physical Plant smokestacks.
Since that time, the efforts of
John Sparks, Dir. of Business
Affairs have nearly solved the
problem.
The emissions came from
Boiler Number Four. Under John
Sparks' insistance an expert
arrived at OCE last Thursday
and inspected boiler number
four. He found several problems
in its operation, corrected them,
and therefore solved the major
problem which resulted in the
emissions.
However, the fuel burned in

OCE's boilers is Bunker Class C,
a "heavy" oil produced by Mobil
Oil. It has the highest sulfur
content of all bulk oils (for in
dustrial heating purposes). Due
to the amount of sulfur in the oil,
several pollutants would result in
the combustion process -hydrogen sulfide,sulfur dioxide,
nitrous acid and nitric acid.
Several car owners complained
that paint damage had resulted
from the emissions.
At the present time three
events are occurring which will
solve, in part, the emission
problem. First, the boiler has
been fixed which eliminates the
hydrogen sulfide compound - the
result of an air starved com

Spotlight - A look at
the northwests only
old time blacksmith,
Bernard Anderson.
Page 7.

,

bustion process. Second, Mr.
Sparks has contacted a chemist
at Oregon State University who is
presently identifying the com
pounds in the fly ash.
It will be some time before the
results will be available as this
individual is conducting a "free
gratis" analysis. When those
results are available and made
public, car owners will be
satisfied -- at least the cause of
the paint damage will be
determined.
Third OCE's boilers will be
switching to the use of natural
gas for 9 months of the year.
Consequently, the emissions
from a fuel, high in sulfur, will be
reduced by two-thirds.

The wild and
whacky world
of apartment
dwellers.
Page 9.

Amendment to the Constitution
gives 18 year-olds the right to
vote and could short cut the year
required for residency in Oregon
(for students). Non-resident
students now pay $1104 a year,
residents $384. If the non-resident
tuition is abolished, the people
previously
labeled
"non
residents" would save $720 a
year. They could move to Oregon,
register to vote and immediately
become residents.
The nationwide loss due to
change of non-residence status
for state colleges and universities
could run as high as $250 to $300
million. This was gleaned from a
survey of nearly 400 public four
year colleges holding mem
bership in the
National
Association of State Universities
and Land-Grant Colleges and the
American Association of State
Colleges and Universities. The
survey, conducted by Robert
Carbone, dean of the School of
Education at the University of
Maryland, investigated the ef
fects that passage of the 26th
Amendment to the U. S. Constitution
(affecting
approximately four million

college students) is having on
college and university campuses.
Of particular concern was the
amount of income derived from
differential charges to non
resident students.
"If adult status and voting
rights for college-age students
eliminate non-resident tuition
charges in public colleges and
universities, the effect on higher
education budgets will be
staggering," noted Carbone.
However, he warned against a
policy that would raise fees for all
students to recover lost income
as detrimental to the "low tuition
principle" upon which public
higher education in America has
been built.
The institutions surveyed
enrolled approximately 463,356
non-resident students during the
fall term of 1971. The total
potential income from the tuition
differential paid by these
students was $329 million. This
figure was deflated to take into
account part-time students,
scholarship and grant holders,
teaching and research assistants
and other non-resident students
(Continued on page 4)

Wolves survive
EWSC scare, 13-6.
Pages 17-18.

Political satire

Comment

Dedication hallmark
of New Family Grove
A college yearbook has a limited printing, and
a limited audience, and generally never leaves
the bookcase once it gets home - which in most
cases is just as well. But in the case of the '73
edition of the New Family Grove, it would be too
bad if that happens.
New Family Grove is the renovated name of
what hopefully will be an entirely different ex
perience in yearbooks for OCE. I say
"hopefully" because the success or failure of the
New Family Grove is dependent upon the sales
response of the student body.
Editor Lee McClinton is an articulate young
man, deeply concerned with rescuing what was
formerly called the Grove from the doldrums of
mediocrity. McClinton is enthusiastic. And most
importantly, he knows how to get the job done.
Already, he has surrounded himself with 20
competent staff members, a body larger than the
last two Grove staffs combined.
A small example of the creativity and class
Lee and his staff intend to bring to the New
Family Grove can be seen on the special double
picture page in the center of this issue of lamron
2. The poetry, pictures, and layout were planned
and completed by the staff of the New Family
Grove.

Give Lee and his staff a chance. Buy a New
M j k e Ha glund
lamron 2 editor

Family Grove.

Snaky
Licks
We of Snaky Licks were sad
dened this week by news of the
tragic and untimely demise, by
suicide, of our predecessor in
Lamron satire--the inimitable
David Weatherby. We were
saddened because we hadn't
planned to submit a column this
week.
However brief, any account of
this luminary's sadly ab
breviated tenure on this earth
must entail a knowing depiction
of the forces which molded the
man, .he soaring triumphs,
crushing defeats, and endless
boredom which characterized his
life.
In this light, and so that we
wouldn't have to write so much
and maybe catch "I Dream of
Jeannie" at seven, we turned
with heavy hearts to Weatherby's
official biographer and life-long
friend, Sir Nottingham Rotsworth Belch of the British Royal
Biographical Society.
Sir Rotsworth-Belch writes:
"David Weatherby's brief but
meteoric career as warm flesh
began of a frosty December
evening some years gone, in the
tiny hamlet of Vile Falls, Oregon.
Born the son of an itinerant
coal-stoker and a deaf-mute
tavern dancer with webbed feet,
who had journeyed to Vile Falls
by burro to pay their taxes and
been forced to occupy a stable for
the night, young David made his
natal bed in a manger,
surrounded by animals and
subjected to the leering abuse of
several reeking shepherds and
three transient "queens".
There followed several years of
happy poverty, the hardships of
which indubitably contributed to
the fine qualities of independence
and forthright honesty that later
characterized Weatherby's work
as a journalist. Then tragedy
struck....
When David Was nine, both his
parents were killed in an accident
involving a crazed laundry cart
and a heaping plotter of
Mushroom Lasagna-David was
cast adrift in the cruel sea of
fortune, alone, unloved, and
plagued with premature acne.
Never one to let bad luck get
him down, however, the plucky
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The 'facts' of politics
By LONN SWANSON

Political editor
One evening as he came home
after another long day at the
office, Mr. J. Q. Public was met
at the front door by his son, Ar
nold. After a brief exchange of
greetings while Mr. Public hung
up his coat and hat, Arnold looked
sternly at his father and said,
"All right Dad, I think it's about
time you told me the truth about
It."
Mr. Public quickly shut the
closet door and turned nervously
around to where his son stood.
"About what?" he queried
iinnocently, trying to avoid his
son's harsh gaze.
"About It," the boy repeated,
sighing, "and don't just stop
when you get to the part where
the two people-"
"Shh!" the father cautioned,
covering his son's mouth with his
hand. "All right, I'll tell you
whatever you want to know, if
you'll just keep quiet so your
sister won't hear!"
"But why-" Arnold began to
protest loudly, until Mr. Public's
hand was placed over his mouth
again. "But why," he whispered,
"can't Sis hear this too?"
"No, she can't!" he said
irritably. "She's not yet at the
stage where she'd understand
what It's all about. Anyway,
when it gets to the point where

she needs to know, I'd rather
have your mother do it. You
know, woman-to-woman."
"0.,K.," Arnold replied, "but I
pity you, 'cause if somebodv
doesn't tell her about It before
she goes away to college...."
"Now , son, that is none of your
concern," Mr. Public replied,
sitting down, "and if you want me
to answer any of your questions,
you'd better stop worrying about
your sister's innocence and start
getting rid of yours."
"Well, the other day my history
teacher mentioned that he
thought this McGovern guy had
"gone too far." I wondered what
he meant by this, so I asked the
guy next to me."
"And what did he say?"
"He just sneered at me and
then asked me if anyone had ever
told me about the 'facts of
polities'."
"Shhh! Son, can't you try-end
be discreet about this!"
"Yeah, well anyway," the boy
continued, "I felt real em
barrassed 'cause no one ever has
told me about It. All you and
mom have ever done is treat
politics like it was something
dirty. You always take your copy
of Newsweek into you room to
read it, and when I've asked you
about one of the pictures in it
you've just said that they
'weren't nice.' You've never been

Ode to David Weatherby
This weekly potpourri of daring
lad procured a tube of Clearasil
and applied for lodging in a satire, side-splitting hilarity, and
likely-looking orphanage..
unmitigated trash was an instant
After several months of success, and soon the sterling
character-building solitary young writer was hounded at
confinement and a good many every turn by young autograph
well-intended floggings from seekers and flatterers eager to
kindly leather-clad orphanage share in his good fortune-this
administrators,
y o u n g proved, in the final analysis, to be
Weatherby felt ready to strike out his undoing...
on his own.
Inured though he was to
Having learned to read and hardship, Weatherby had never
write by deciphering the etchings learned to cope with successlavatory
walls,
a within a few short months, the
on
matriculation which had lent him once-humble writer succumbed
a rather colorful command of to temptation and began to spend
backstreet English, David his evenings drinking, hanging
determined to put his new talents out with loose women, and losing
to work as a journalist~and so it heavily at the pinbajl machines.
was that he arrived in the Finally, he went too far...
thriving community of MulchImpressed by his own success,
mouth and procured employment supremely confident in his
with the local newssheet.
popularity, and rid forever of
His ever-present wit and boyish those embarassing pimples, he
good looks quickly earned him attacked the one man, the one in
favor with the editor, and he stitution, that no one attacks
ascended through the ranks until with impunity-the next morning
at last he had his own column- the crowds were gone, the flat
Write On Weatherby.
terers vanished, the gold

nameplate gone from his door.
He was through. Finished. Kaput.
Had. Washed up..."
Uh...yeah, thanks, Sir Rot
sworth-Belch.
This heart-rending saga came
to its inevitable conclusion last
week.
Reduced by months of lonely
debauchery to life as an obscure
obituary writer and all-round
degenerate sot, Weatherby was
recognized by a former reader as
he huddled drunkenly over his
beer in the dark corner of a seedy
slum-district bar.
Unable to bear the humiliation,
the fallen star shuffled quietly
home to hang himself from the
single light fixture in his sleazy
apartment. He was electrocuted
in the attempt.
David Weatherby, wherever
you are, we, all of us, wish you a
fond farewell.
(In
accordance
with
Weatherby's
will,
which
stipulated that his few remaining
friends should determine the

willing to talk frankly about
politics with any of us kids ever!"
Mr. Public looked uneasy, then
replied, "Well, Arnie, your
mother and I have always tried to
do what we thought was right.
We've both seen some pretty
good people your age ruined by
their failure to control their
political expression. They've
been corrupted to the point that
they no longer really care who
they hurt by their promises, just
as long as they satisfy their lust
for power."
"But Dad," Arnold answered
emphatically, "I should have the
right to know the facts about how
my own political system works!
Like concerning withdrawal:
McGovern says he can do it
without the V. C. taking over, and
Nixon says he's working for
peace by bombing people to
death! Which one is right?"
Well, son, you'll learn that
some politicians try and
evade...."
"You mean like you're trying
to evade me now?"
"I'm not trying to evade you."
"Then who has the facts about
withdrawal and all the rest?
Nixon or McGovern?" Arnie
shouted.
"I dunno, damn it!! - Go ask
your mother!!!"

Humorous Satire
Stryke
by
manner of his burial, the body,
dressed in a clown suit and
galoshes, will be lowered slowly
into a huge vat of oatmeal this
Saturday behind the Physical
Plant.)
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letters: the people's forum
Some of my best
friends are jocks...
To the Editor,
At the risk of appearing
prejudiced against athletes (not
true, some of my best friends are
jocks), I have a complaint to
make.
As the OCE Band marched
down Church Street toward the
stadium and the Eastern Wash,
game last Saturday, the EWSC
team members finished their
warm-up on the field and charged
back across the street to the New
P. E. Building, nearly running
down the entire band. "What
clods," I ungraciously thought to
myself. "Hope we run them into
the ground."
But then at half-time, near the
end of a series of well-executed
maneuvers by the Flamingo
Drum and Bugle Corps of Salem,
our own good guys, the OCE

Wolves, ran out across the field, throwing beer bottles. We have ours. The ATV just rolled in a
went into a huddle, gave a been told that the actions of a few moment ago-gave her a load o'
resounding cheer and proceeded people during some unfortunate petrol for the mail and got your
to warm up, all the while blocking incidents at one or two baseball
journal from an old school chum,
the pink and black marchers games doesn't necessarily
Richard D.
from view by many of the represent the attitudes of our
Righto! Well then, found
spectators. Murmurs of in entire athletic department. But something in the digs after teadignation came from people the bad manners exhibited should be of at least paltry in
around me, and I found myself Saturday suggest to me, at least, terest to you chaps. Turns out to
wondering how one bunch of that maybe a course intitled
be an unknown inscription by the
clods could possibly run another Common Courtesy 101 should be great
Imperial
historian
bunch of clods into the ground. inserted into our Class Schedule Slaethius:
The Corps finished their somewhere between Basic
"....Sire, these young
maneuvers, then marched off, to Rhythms and Psysiology of
lotus-eaters are an affront
a standing ovation from the Exercise.
to the gods, a shame to the
crowd.
Sincerely,
Empire, and an in
Valerie Smith
dignation to their parents.
Vet's Village
Surely it wouldn't have mat
The (y) doff their (duds),
No. 3-C
tered all that much if our guys
tear their togas, smoke
Monmouth
had come onto the field two or
their (snuff) and tease the
three minutes later then they did.
tribunal. These (whelps)
Or was it just a tactical error7 It Rather good chaps
are no better than Gauls or
occurred to me that the same guy
barbarians...." Seems like
who was calling those plays on on blithered planet
times haven't changed
the field might also have been in Sirs:
much
after all.
charge back at the lockers.
Rather jolly good to see some What ho!
Bad sportsmanship isn't young chaps doing something
Col. Lovander Wheatley
limited to obscene language and about this blithered planet of
Somewhere in Tunisia
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Nixon de-emphasizes, lulls public

McGovern resurrects 'buried' war

by LONN SWANSON
political editor

If you're one of those persons
eagerly awaiting the time when
George McGovern will suddenly
make a comeback and seriously
threaten Richard Nixon in the
presidential race, I'm afraid I
must discourage you with that old
pessimistic cliche: 'don't hold
your breath!' For as it stands
now, the Democratic candidate
has about as much change at
being elected as does a rabbi in
Russia.
Sure, McGovern has made
some gains, but when you narrow

a poll lead from 29 per cent to 26
per cent over a month's time,
your progress isn't exactly
consdered staggering. Especially
when you remember the election
is only 22 days away and the
problems that have faced
McGovern throughout his can
didacy are still there.
McGovern must realize this to
some degree, for his latest move
has been to try and resurrect the
buried' Vietnam War issue, his
original thrust that Nixon has so
successfully de-emphasized in
the minds of the Ameican public.
Last week when McGovern
detailed his plans for ending our

involvement in Southeast Asia,
he was trying to crack through
that tough world peacemaker
image that President Nixon has
either constructed or earned,
depending on your particular
point of view.
Using a rare nationwide TV
and radio apperance to em
phasize the impprtance of this
political risk, McGovern kicked
off the 'war strategy' part of his
campaign by clarifying the wide
differences between himself and
his opponent, on the war:
First of all, McGovern stated
that as his "first specific step" as
President, he would a) stop the

newsat a glance

lamron 2 news synopis
Honolulu-A strike by Hawaiian
longshoremen closed the docks
here for the first time since 1949,
but after three days of
deliberation an agreement was
reached.
Cairo-Egypt ordered Sudan to
withdraw all her troops stationed
along the Suez Canal, after Libya
complained that the Sudanese
had forced down Libyan planes
bound for Uganda with guns and
men. The Sudanese complied
with the demand, but the
relations between Sudan, the only
Arab country which has refused
to join the Federation of Arab

SOEA seeks
new members
The OCE chapter of the Student
Oregon Education Association,
SOEA is seeking new members.
Students interested in learning
more about the educational field
are encouraged to join.
SOEA at Oregon College of
Education is involved in such
projects as the Northwest Child
Development Center, MicroCollege, the Farm House
Tutoring Program and numerous
other projects.
Interested students are invited
to attend the organizations
meetings scheduled for the first
and third Thursdays of the month
in HSS 235 at 7:00 p.m.

Peace Corps
representative
due Oct. 25-27

Rapublics, and Egypt, appeared
strained.
Hanoi-The French Embassy
was badly damaged and a
diplomatic assistant was killed,
during a U. S. air raid on the
North Vietnamese capital. A
Canadian TV reporter who was
an eyewitness to the bombings,
declared that there was "no
possibility of pilot error," as
American defense officials later
claimed.
Santiago, Chile-Chile's leftist
government, headed by Marxist
President Salvador Allende,
seized control of all radio stations
within the country in the face of a
nationwide trucking strike.
Allende's action came as the
officials of the regime feared
organized anti-government
demonstrations would break out
in sympathy for the strikers if
uncensored news of the strike
were allowed to be broadcast.
San Francisco.Semanticist S. I.
Hayakawa, who was credited
with restoring peace at then San
Francisco State College (now Cal
State-S.F.), after student riots
had disrupted the California
campus in late 1968 and early
1969, has resigned as president
there.
Rome,Juan Peron, the former
Argentine dictator, told Italian
newsmen that "the moment is
near" for him to end his exile and
return to Argentina.
STATE
Springfield - Murder and
robbery suspect Jack Anthony
Matthews, sought by authorities
in
Salem,
Vancouver,
Washington and Michigan,
continued to elude police after

robbing a Springfield grocery
store.
Monmouth-OCE's 10.1 per cent
enrollment drop was the greatest
among all Oregon colleges in
precentage this year. However,
Portland State's enrollment
showed a decline of 870 students,
the greatest numerical drop of
any school in the state.
Portland-Oregon's population
has increased to 2,183,270, ac
cording to the Center for
Population Research and Census.
Washington County gained 8,500
persons for the largest county
increase during the year, while
Eugene's
additional
3,400
residents was the largest single
increase among Oregon cities.
Eugene-The Northwest Out
ward Bound School has been
cleared of all blame in the deaths
of two women taking part in a 35mile wilderness hike last year.
An out-of-court settlement of a
$500,000 lawsuit was made
recently by the husband of one of
the victims.
Portland-A crowd estimated at
around 10,000 persons greeted
presidential candidate George
McGovern in downtown Por
tland, as he campaigned down
the West Coast. McGovern spoke
to the crowd, then met with local
dignitaries, including Portland
Mayor-elect Neil Goldschmidt,
former Sen. Wayne Morse, and
Rep. Edith Green.
Salem-Attorney General Lee
Johnson has stated that Craig
Berkman, a candidate for state
treasurer, has not violated any
laws in connection with some
misleading statements printed
about Berkman in this year's
Oregon Voter's Pamphlet.

bombing, b) stop all our military
shipments to Vietnam, and c)
withdraw all U. S. troops from
Southeast Asia over a three
month period. If it seems like
you've heard of this plan before,
don't be too surprised, 'cause it is
the same plan McGovern has
advocated for years, with only a
few garnishes here and there to
add a new look to it.
In contrast to these three steps,
President Nixon has said 1) the
only halt to the bombing will
come in the form of an internlly-supervised cease-fire,
and all U.S. POW's must be
returned before any withdrawal
can take place. Also, Nixon has
said, (in contrast to McGovern's
statement that "General Thieu
isn't worth one more American
dollar,"), that he would 2), cutoff
all American aid to the Saigon
government only if the Rus
sians and the Chinese were to do
the same with their aid to Hanoi.
Of course, that isn't too likely to
happen.
Thirdly, Nixon claims that
when the POWs are returned and
an internationally-supervised
cease-fire has been established,
only then will we stop "all acts of
force throughout Indochina and
at that time. . .proceed with a

complete withdrawal of all
American forces in Vietnam
within four months." (Note that
Nixon has only promised a with
drawal from Vietnam).
Additional McGovern
proposals, like sending Shriver to
Hanoi to speed the return of
American POWs, promising to
adopt an expanded program for
Vietnam Veterans, and offering
amnesty for draft dodgers, are
the garnishes, but they are not
likely to set the American
electorate on fire.
So most people are probably
willing to go with Nixon on the
war issue, too, but not because
they like him. I think most people
don't really consider Nixon to be
Nobel Peace Prize material, even
though it is possible he will be
nominated for it.
The mere thought of Nixon's
bombing of men, women and
children in North Vietnam seems
to tarnish the view of our truly
great, 'In God We Trust', nation.
But there is only one thing
more tarnishing than that;
McGovern's withdrawal plan.
That is why, in the eyes of the
American public, McGovern's
only political alternative and his
proposed way of peace mean the
same thing: surrender.

"Those who have had
a chance for four years
and could not produce peace
should not be given
another chance."
Ridwd M Nixon, October?,1968

CHANGING TIMES

A
Peace
Corp-Vista
representative will be on campus
at the College Center from nine to
five October 25-27.
He is looking mainly for
| Education majors, but any
; interested student is encouraged
| to stop by and talk to him.
This is the only time this year
that a Peace Corp-Vista rep! resentative will be on campus.
rwi •

•

lrivia

Now is the time to fight
coryneum blight! Treatment for
this terrible disease of peaches
! should be applied now. Home
gardeners are recommended to
use a spray of fixed copper
fungicides while the commercial
I peach growers should use a
| bordeaux mixture.
i

Lamron 2
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Election day is only valid poll

Hatfield 'has never had an easy race
by ROB CRAWFORD
feature editor

Senator Mark 0. Hatfield

down the street
For those people who are interested in horses, but cannot stand the
roughness or brutality of rodeo, here's something for you. This year,
for the first time, there is Intercollegiate Horse Showing among
Oregon's colleges and universities. Show classes include Jumping,
Western Pleasure, Western Equitation, English Pleasure and English
Equitation.
There w ill be meeting this week, Wednesday evening, October 25 at
7:30 p.m. in the Student Cafeteria. Feel free to attend even if you
cannot compete. If unable to attend, leave a note for Janis Dieriekx at
611 Church Street or in SPO 844.
'

+++
The local OSPIRG board will be hosting the monthly OSPIRG State
Board meeting on Sunday, Oct. 29 at 10 a.m. in the Wallowa Room of
the College Center. Steve McCarthy, Dir. OSPIRG State Board Staff
will be present with his staff and representatives from participating
schools in Oregon. Everyone is invited to attend.
An open house hosted by OCE-OSPIRG on Oct. 28 from 7-10 p.m. at
Winegar Apts; 500 Jay Lane, Apt. No. 1. This would be an excellent
opportunity to become informed about proposed projects. State Board
representatives will be available. Students and professors are urged to
attend.

+++
Friday's movie is "Lemans" starring Steve McQueen. Show time is
at 6:30 and 8:45 p.m. in the Music Hall Auditorium. Admission: 50
cents for students, 75 cents for adults.

+++
Junior Varsity Rally voting will take place this Thursday and
Friday in the College Center. The polls will be open from 9 a.m. till 6
p.m. on both days.

+++
The last day to report student-sponsored SEEK classes is October
23.

+++
Senator Mark O. Hatfield will be coming to OCE! The former
Oregon Governor will be on campus next Tuesday, October 24.

+++
Students enrolled in all sections of the first term of Foundations of
Physical Science, GS 104, will be given an exemption test over high
school chemistry. Time and place is Monday, Oct. 23, NS 104 at 9,11 12
and 3.
» » »

Meeting in Eugene last
Thursday with representatives of
Oregon
college
several
newspapers, U. S. Senator Mark
Hatfield reaffirmed his long
standing opposition to American
involvement in Southeast Asia
and discussed numerous other
issues bearing on his current
campaign for a second term in
the Senate.
Voicing a disdain for politicians
". . .who hole up in oak paneled
offices. . .", Hatfield conferred
with the college journalists for
over an hour in a conference
room of the Eugene Hotel, where
he was scheduled for several
speeches during the day.
In discussing the upcoming
general elections, in which he will
oppose former Senator Wayne
Morse, Hatfield was asked for his
reaction to a recent Multnomaharea poll which showed him with
a substantial 16 per cent lead
over the Democratic candidate.
Commenting that the only valid
poll is ". . .the one on on election
day. . ", the former Willamette
-University professor went on to
point out that after years of
scoffing less favorable polls, it
would be "unrealistic" for him to
endorse one now.
Further repudiating the idea
that this might be an "easy"
campaign, he stated that he had
"never had an easy race," and
emphasized that he was "not
taking this race lightly" - Hat
field has actually campaigned for
Morse in past elections and ex
pressed great respect for the
long-time Senate maverick.
On the broader issue of the
presidential campaign, the
Senator affirmed that he would
support the re-election of
President Nixon - this despite the
fact that he has co-sponsored
anti-war legislation with George
McGovern and has on several
occasions
been the
only
Republican Senator to oppose
Administration policy.
In explaining this seeming
inconsistency, Hatfield stressed
that his policy was to xonsider
any action on its own merits
rather than on the basis of its
authorship - thus opposition to
Nixon policy on specific oc
casions does not necessitate
opposition to Nixon in general.
In this sense, according to the
Senator, his support for
Administration policy, especially
in the normalization of relations
with the Soviet Union and Red
China, has outweighed his
disagreement with military
policies and the continuation of
the draft.
He accentuated, however, that
he would continue to fight for the
complete
termination
of
American military involvement
in Southeast Asia, and, con
cerning the draft, said that he

was "thoroughly devoted to the
total abolition of the draft."
In view of this stance and its
reflections on his position on
military expenditures in general,
Hatfield was questioned on his
opposition to Senator Jackson's
Interim Amendment on Strategic
Arms Limitation - he dismissed
the legislation as incomplete,
calling it "talking but little ac
tion" and grouping it with other
legislative efforts with which he
had found the same fault white
agreeing in principle.
Another strong campaign issue
for Hatfield is the matter of tax
reform ~ he has presented a plan
called "Simpliform", under
which the taxpayer would list
only his gross income, his gross
tax, his credit for exemptions,
and his net tax or refund.
When asked if this plan, which
proposes to eliminate loopholes
and tax favors for the wealthy,
might incur strong resistance
from pressure groups, the
Senator
specualted
that
resistance shouldn't be too strong
if people "sit down and study it."
With reference to the present
tax systems, under which a good
many huge incomes pay no tax
whatsoever, Hatfield commented
that "sectional and specialinterest legislation is too much
our tradition. . ."

Hatfield was questioned about
possible courses of action against
the practice, spanning several
Administrations, of using the
"classified information" system
for political camouflage rather
than for strict purposes 0f
national security.

He responded that the
classification system had been
instituted by "executive rather
than Congressional" order, and
that Congress must pass
"classification legislation" in
order to remedy misuses of the
present system.
When
questioned about
columnist Jack Anderson's
methods of obtaining classified
information, like the "Pentagon
Papers", and disseminating it
through the news media, Hatfield
professed ignorance of the exact
situation, but theorized that some
politicians and administration
officials with access to such in
formation might tend to develop
"in" egos and become eager to
impress others with their im
portance.
On the state of American
politics in general, Senator
Hatfield stated that Congress has
surrendered too much authority
to the executive, and that he is
disturbed by Congressmen who
excessively yield to party
influence in voting.

+++
The Student Post Office (SPO) boxes in the College Center have not
list SPOH"imberen Th* College Center office compiles and posts a
g
vnn hf
• n0t
Published until the SPO's are numbered If
you have any question concerning this, please call ext 261
Page 4
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Non-resident fee loss
could bring tuition hike

change their policies with the
(Continued from page 1)
help of court decisions.
who for a variety of reasons may
Carbone concluded that state dro]
not pay the full differential.
colleges and universities should
Schools which responded to the begin searching for realistic
survey said that students are now alternatives to non-resident
being allowed to register to vote tuition white there is still time.
in their college communities in
"If non-resident tuition is
virtually every state, assuming declared illegal, it is likely that
they meet other qualifications the institutional response will be
and, in some states, if they also to increase the fees of all students
declare intent to remain in the to cover lost income," he stated.
state.
"Clearly, this expediencey would
The central question for strike a telling blow to the 'low
colleges and universities is
tuition principle' upon which
whether or not non-resident
higher education in America has
students will use their new status
been built. The cost to society
as registered voters in a state as
would be far more than the ad
a
basis
for
seeking
ditional dollars that students and
reclassification as resident
their parents would be forced to
students. About half of the
pay."
schools responding to the survey
As for Oregon's side to this
said that they had at least had
situation,
John Sparks, 0CEJ
"office inquiries" related to
reclassification, but all were not Director of Business Affairs olds
this to say: "If the 18 year
based solely on status as voters.
Most of these requests have been were delcared to be residen
denied, but reports on legal ac students then all students woul
tions show that the question will share the sudden loss of $720 to
be finally settled in court. The out of state students OR taxe
most given reason for denying would have to be increased ^
requests for reclassification has cover the cost. In other words-**
only Oregon people would have
been that criteria for establishing
residency are not based on being cover the cost which was
a registered voter in that state. savings to the students fro
The universities that had been other states."
Only 22 per cent of the total co
using this as a requirement for
residency are hoping to be able to of higher education in Oregon
paid for by tuition, the other
per cent coming out of the state®
"general fund" (which is i
taxes). Sparks said "an^ ^
ditional cost created has to
(the
charged to
tU the
LI1C customer
tUOtu..•student) and-or taxes." A &a
fact of economics.

I RANDAL & HARRY' f
8
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Communitive

Students enrolled in elementary education will be excused from the
second term. Students needing to fulfill basic departmental
requirements will be advised of appropriate substitutions in their
programs.
fofcredhSRafVing Had COl'ege Chemistry are not Permitted to enroll
tor credit. Refer any questions to A. Postl, NS 112, Ext. 477.
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Automotive|

362-6161
If you're hasseled about |
S getting your car fixed
jS promptly and at a reason- |
able price -- Call Us.
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Pick-up and Delivery |
Appt. Only^J
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OCE's Redsun visits

Education in
Y ugoslavia
Maintaining separate and
schools for 10 "minority"
groups of different ethnic origin
and languages is the problem
faced by the school system of
equal

Yugoslavia.

As part of

a program to

increase teacher capacity to
instruct students about the people
and

problems of foreign coun

tries, Albert Redsun, assistant
professor of Social Science at
Oregon College of Education, left

At the end of each year the
students are given national
competitive examinations to see
if they can advance to the next
grade level. Many students are
forced to repeat grades so there
is a large spread in the ages of
students in a particular grade.
Actually the ages in grade school
can range from 6 to 17. But a
student would probably drop out
before reaching the age of 17.

last March for three months in

The students in Yugoslavia are
required to maintain longerRedsun's mission was to hours than their counterparts in
assemble materials, books,
the United States. They normally
maps, statistical tables and film go to school from 8:00a.m. to 5:00
for film strips to give a visual p.m. In some areas they go six
overview of life in the country.
days a week with fewer hours a
There were several college level day.
teachers accompanying Redsun
Their high schools are of a
higher level than in the U.S.
0n his trip to Yugoslavia. The trip
Students are required £o take 2
was financed by a program of the
0 s. Office of Education called languages. It is the same basic
"Training
of
Teacher's four year program as the United
States but here again the
Trainers" or "TTT".
This program is based on a Yugoslavs have to take National
cultural exchange resulting from examinations to advance a grade
extensive sales of wheat and level.
other products by the United
When and if they graduate
| States. The TTT is organized from high school they will have
through the University of Wash- the equivalent of a high school
f ington for the Pacific Northwest. education plus two years of
Redsun spent his time in the college. Students can go straight
school systems and found that from high school to law school or
they are very structured. There medical school if they wish.
is also a very high emphasis on
Colleges in Yugoslavia are
rote learning in the Yugoslavia
school systems. Although the structured differently than those
schools are very well equipped, in the U.S. The basic difference is
they are subject to 30 per cent that there is no tuition, but there
drop out after the seventh grade. is a stiff entrance exam. To stay
He sited the highly competitive in, college students are required
program, economic standings of to'pass two thirds of their classes
the family and the agriculture but need a much higher average
base of the country as reasons for to graduate. The only costs in
college are books, room and
the drop-out rate.
board. Since the country is
agriculture based many of the
families are poor and still are
unable to send their children to
college.
Scholarships
are
available to financially disad
vantaged students.
"The people of Yugoslavia are
warm and receptive," comments
Redsun. Many of them have
relatives in the United States and
still consider this a "promised
land."
* to
Yugoslavia.

ASOCE
budget
reviewed

This years version of the
ma
ntSK ASOCE Senate budget has been
rffa; returned to the Financial Board
OK l! for possible revision.
Teasei According to Senate chairman
T FORI Jim Nye, this was done because it
ild hi was felt that the tentative budget
h ir was not considered carefully
frts 6 enough and did not foresee the 10
per cent drop in enrollment that
etota. has affected OCE.
However, no drastic cuts are
Orcg
leofc planned in the budget because the
the* Senate had ten thousand dollars
his us in allocated funds left from last
"any year.
has:: "We are not in great shape
omer financially, but with the large
l" A hi carry over of funds from last
year, the decrease in enrollment
won't affect us too much," said
Nye.
The
administration
has
,RRY! indicated that they would like to
omow see the Senate budget down
around the forty thousand dollar
figure, give or take a few dollars.
Nye indicated that there is no
way to tell how the final draft of
the budget will read until it
comes back from the Financial
Board and is approved by the
Senate.
ielW Sources inside the Senate in
dicate that there will probably
be minor changes made in
!L§* only
the budget.
Lamron 2

Albert Redsun recalls trip to Yugoslav schools.

Madamoiselle Stuer graces
Humanities department
As a part of a special program
sponsored by the French
government, Oregon College of
Education is hosting for the 197273 academic year, Madamoiselle
Anny Stuer.
Mile. Stuer is a charming, 21year-old graduate of the
Universite d' Amiens. Her
degree, received last June, is the
American equivalent of a BA in
English.

English language, OCE's foreign
language students should find
Mile Stuer's assistantship a
challenging experience.

Her motivation for coming to
the United States is a
cosmopolitan one. As a "French
speaking English teacher," she
wishes to gain insight into native
speakers of the English
language. She would not consider
herself a qualified English
Mile. Stuer comes from the professor without this ex
village of Ovillers. It is located perience.
some 70 miles north of Paris and
Anny also has a desire to travel
she brings with her a wide range as evidenced by extensive visits
of experiences.
to many countries in Europe.
While at the Universite d' Yet, when she travels, she
Amiens she was a Maitresse d' prefers to go far and stay at least
Internat or a dormitory coun one year to "get the genuine feel
selor. Her insights on people also for the people."
Such an educated vision
extend beyond Amiens to her
visits to Belgium, England, exhibits a sophisticated grasp of
Germany, the Netherlands, and the world. She does not care for
Luxembourg. Together with an labeling either by the television
excellent knowledge of the or by her own countrymen. Many

people in France have the feeling
that United States is the golden
land of opportunity, the good life,
materialism, and comfort. Anny
rejects this view and prefers to
"form my judgement later," she
says.
Meanwhile, Mile. Stuer is
assisting Professors R. Max
Larson and Daniel Kieszenia. She
will be assisting first and second
year French foreign language
students by conducting con
versation and guiding them in
French composition. In addition,
she plans to acquaint members of
the French Club and interested
OCE students with the French
people and their culture through
a series of slide shows from
France.
Larson finds Mile. Stuer a
"pleasant and tremendous help."
"She has a perfect knowledge of
English and by the year's end,
she should be an extremely well
qualified individual," he said.

Slots open on departmental committees
The ASOCE Senate is now in
the process of organizing
Student-Faculty committees
regarding the various depart
ments at OCE.
Senate Chairman, Jim Nye,
indicated that there are several
vacancies on the committees and
urged that many interested
students apply for one of the
positions.
The following is a list of
committees and their functions.
Number of vacancies are in
parentheses.
The General Studies and PreProfessional Committee (2) has
the function of studying and
making proposals regarding all
programs not specifically
connected with professional
education.
The Graduate Study committee
(4) studies and proposes policies,
procedures, curriculum, and
program developments relative
to programs leading to a
Master's Degree.
The Interdisciplinary Studies
and Honors Committee (2) has
three major functions. First is to
devise ways in which students
may develop the ability and self-

discipline to learn independability. Also this committee
fosters development and im
plementation of social honors
courses.
Its primary function is to solicit
and review suggestions from
students and faculty regarding
this area.
The Financial Aid Committee
(3) makes recommendations
concerning policies and ad
ministration of various funds and
programs available at OCE.

and curriculum, qualifications
for admittance in teacher
education, establishes a liaison
relationship with the Graduate
Study Committee and establishes
a permanent and special sub
committee to carry out the
functions of the over all com
mittee.
The Academic Grievance
Committee (5) treats complaints
from students who feel that they
have been dealt with unfairly.
The Library Advisory Com
mittee has the responsibility to

advise on the development of the
library's resources for in
struction and research.
The Bookstore Advisory
Committee (1) advises the
Director of Business Affairs
concerning policies and ad
ministration in operation of the
bookstore.
Chairman Nye reiterated that
there is a need for student par
ticipation on these committees
and that the committees serve a
vital function in the operation of
the college.

The
Teacher
Education
Committee (2) studies and
proposes policies, procedures

TERM PAPERS
Send for your descriptive, up-to-date,
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300
quality termpapers. Enclose $1.00 to
cover postage and handling.
WE ALSO WRITE
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS.

Termpaper Arsenal, Inc.
519 GLENR0CK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213)477-8474 • 477-5493
"We need a local salesman"
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Salem

is alive: food costs less

Salem Community Food Store located in the Salem Culture Center
has provided the community with bulk foods since 1971.

Customers with their own containers save, by buying bulk foods from the Salem Community Food
Store. Today's customer might easily turn out to be tomorrow's manager at the non-profit Co-op.
by DAVE WATKINS
The food available is good food.
There is actually a place where The emphasis is away from
you can buy food for less, and you processed or preserved foods, or
don't have to qualify for food any food which is significantly
stamps. Up until Tuesday, I had altered from its natural state.
This emphasis puts some of
heard of such places, but they
were always located north of the their stock in the "organic"
sunrise, or east of Eden, or they category, but that is secondary to
just went out of business last the "best food at the lowest
week.
" price" theme. For example, the
store carries organic oranges,
This place, however, is located not because they are organic so
at 119012th Street N. E. in Salem, much, but because regular
and has been there for a year. oranges and organic oranges are
The name is the Salem Com available to the store at
munity Food Store, it is a non approximately the same prices,
profit organization, and the spirit and they feel that the organic
of cooperation is alive and oranges are better.
thriving.
The store has many purposes,
each of which puts them above
the grind-em-out supers. The two
most important are 1) the
community organization and
group effort which the store
exists on and promotes, and 2)
they provide good food at
significantly lower prices, due in
part to the absence of expensive
packaging processes.
The store is a co-op in spirit,
meaning that you have to belong
in order to get the full advantage
of their lower prices; you can
volunteer for work, or you can
join by purchasing a membership
for $5.00.
However, if neither way suits
you, you can still buy foods there
for 10 per cent over their listed
prices. Their listed prices are 10
per cent over their cost, so you
are still saving a bundle.
They buy foods in bulk (not
individually pre-packaged) and
sell them the same way. So five
pounds of flour, or a quart of
cooking oil, costs you less,
because you are getting what you
pay for, food, instead of a lot of
glass and tin and paper to carry it
around in.
This not only means less ex
pense to you, but when you're
through, you take your container
back and refill it, instead of
throwing it away, (which ob
viously helps solve a lot of
problems.)

better price, too.
If you go there to shop or look
or rap or help, go from noon to 6
p.m. on Monday thru Friday, or

Classes on
Vet's Day

The store stocks many kinds of
flour, dried beans, honey, peanut
butter, nuts, teas, molasses,
Hark ye students of OCE!
cooking oils, granola, brown rice,
There will be classes held on
cheeses, dry milk and yogurt.
They stock food which will Veterans' Day.
This
means
that
the
keep, because they don't have
room for refrigeration facilities. educational staff will be required
They did carry some fresh to work also but the civil service
vegetables when they were in staff will have a half a day off.
Believe it or not, this is not a
season, but only from local
gardens, and mostly to give case of discrimination or of
priviledge. There is a simple
away.
They also purchase their explanation for this discrepancy.
Over Thanksgiving, students
supplies locally
whenever
possible. This way they can af and the educational staff receive
ford to give growers a better both Thursday and Friday off
price, and still give you and me a while other state workers are
required to work on Friday.

10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday
(cause that's when they're
open); and if your purpose is to
purchase, be sure and take some
type of container, (a hat, a sno,
an old gas can), to carry it a »
in, because five pounds of flour b
hard to put in your coat pockets

lamron 2
subscriptions
$^oo
See Wes in
lamron 2 office

Radical Bible offers answers
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THE RADICAL BIBLE IS THE
RELEVANT BIBLE to more
than 30,000 young Americans who
have purchased copies during the
past 3 months.
Pick any hot issue today peace, justice, equality, freedom,
love, the poor, etc. ~ and the
Bible has something to say about
it.
Now dig out those relevant
passages from both the Old and
New Testament, group them
under key, meaningful and
current classifications - then
match them up with the writings
of today's statesmen, educators,
politicians and philosophers,
authors, revolutionaries and
churchmen, and you have a hard
hitting, fast-paced little Bible
that's as relevant today as the
Bible ever was.
This unusual American bible
offers a unique and morally
forceful approach to today's
monumental problems of war,
hunger, racism and economic
exploitation.
As such, the book's intertwined
statements form a cogent
philosophical, ethical and moral
critique of the relationship

between the rich and the poor
the world.
THE RADICAL BIBLE
doubtedly will fill a vital n
among modern Americans
need for articulate and c° ,
pelling moral statements; tn
address themselves to
problems in contemporaryter ,
- but with traditional theolog1
baCk'°6

The English adaptation

(itsoW
.

pie* 1
copj^^

more than 100,000
Europe under the title Bm.^
PROVOKATIV) is now/*1
third printing which bring
60,000 the total printed
America.
jer.
This adaptation was on
taken because the Pu^llSbeen
believed the scriptures had ^
used by Christians, PevV f0rt
pulpit, too long only to conj*
the afflicted, and they felt J.
should also afflict the
f o rt a b l e . T h e s c r i p t u r e s r e y
contemporary, they feel,
address themselves to ^
problems which face us, 1 n't
care to listen. The Bible do .
give pat solutions, but it can P ^
the conscience to the point w .0
driven to see solutions an
become part of the solutions
n 1972
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Spotlight: Bernard A.nderson

'Blacksmithing is
r-e-a-1 hard work'
by ROB CRAWFORD
feature editor
If you are so unfortunate as to
be stranded with a broken wagon
wheel, chances are that no one in
the Willamette Valley can fix it
for you - no one, that is, except
Bernard Anderson.
Bernard Anderson is the owner
and head blacksmith of the
Monmouth Blacksmith Shop
which he believes to be the last
such shop in the Willamette
Valley - and he can still fix
wagon wheels, although he
doesn't depend on them for
business any more. When you
look at the uninterrupted stream
of rubber-tired conveyances
crowding today's highways, you
can believe it when he tells you
his last wagon wheel repair was
in 1947.
Anderson has worked steadily
as a blacksmith since he was nine
years old. Born the son of a
blacksmith in Hewitt, Minnesota,
in 1921, he was the only one of
fifteen children to follow in his
father's footsteps - and follow he
did.
His father, Jesse Anderson, ran
a succession of four different

blacksmith shops in Minnesota,
and Bernard worked in all of
them before he left home with a
ninth grade education and struck
out on his own.
Anderson first came to Oregon
in 1943, the same year he married
his wife Mary Ellen, to work as a
welder in the wartime Oregon
Shipyards - a heart murmur left
over from a childhood attack of
rheumatic fever had closed him
out of both military service and
the merchant marine.
At the war's end, he returned to
Minnesota until 1950, when he
came back to Oregon for good. He
worked for some time in a
machine shop in Willamina, and
then, thirteen years ago, pur
chased the well-established
Monmouth Blacksmith Shop.
With three sons and one
daughter, he makes a good living
at his now-unusual occupation so why aren't there more
blacksmiths around?
"When I first came here," he
says, "there were shops in
Dallas, Independence and Corvallis. When I was a kid, there
were three in my home town
alone. . ."

Bernard Anderson: Proprietor of Monmouth Blacksmith Shop

Okay. But what about now?
"The old guys that ran these
shops died off, and there aren't
any young ones taking up the
trade. . ."
Why?
"Blacksmithing is r-e-a-1 hard
work . . ."
Anderson believes there's a
good future in "the blacksmith's
trade, but he isn't disturbed that
none of his children plan to take it
up - one plans to be a doctor
although he has considerable
experience in his father's shop.
"I think education is a good
thing," says Anderson, "You
need it. . ."
Good future aside, it's obvious
that there's a good past in the
trade, too; with the addition of
some modern welding and
metalworking equipment, the
blacksmith's tools are the same
tools use by blacksmiths since
time immemorial - a furnace, an
anvil, and a big hammer.
Although the furnace burns gas
rather than the traditional coal
(pollution laws,folks), a strong
flavor of the past hangs heavy in
the shop -- while Anderson and his
hired man, Steve Heater, work on
plowshares and other relics of a
disappearing way of life, several
elderly gentlemen can be seen
standing and talking by the
shop's oil-barrel stove.
"All the old-timers hang out
here," says the blacksmith, and
the pride is unmistakable in his
voice. "That heater feels
good.. ."
Does he still shoe horses?
". . .used to shoe a lot of them,
but my back won't let me wrestle
with'em any more. . ." He goes
on to point out that traveling
professionals get most of that
business these days, but
remembers making horseshoes
on the spot and nailing them on
still warm from the forge.
What else has changed?
"Well, my dad used to work for
barter. . .1 have his old shop
records, and he'd get paid in
chickens or a side of beef for his
work."
It's tempting to speculate on
how much simpler that would
make today's economy, but other
current issues are more pressing

Bernard Anderson pauses to reflect on his trade and it's slow death
to modernization.
- what does Anderson think of the
war?
"It's
a
money-making
war. . .we should have been out
of there a" long time ago. The
bombing is just killing innocent
people."
From this viewpoint, it isn't
surprising that he will probably
vote for George McGovern in the
November election. . .but then,
he's a Democrat anyway.
Hold it - probably vote for
McGovern?
"I think Nixon's done a fairly
good job. . .I'm glad he went to
China and Russia - it had to be
done. I won't really know (who to
vote for) until election day. . ."
What does he think of govern
ment secrecy, as in the ITT and
Pentagon Papers incidents?
"I don't think much of it. . .pieces just don't fit together
sometimes."

How about foreign-aid policies?
". . .some dictators getting
rich. . ."
Do you think Oregon, and the
United States in general, is a
good place to live?
"It's a good place to live. I
think Oregon is a great state. . .1
moved away once for two weeks
and came back. All we need are
the right people in there
(government) to keep it so we
can live in it. . ."
What's it like to grow up with
fourteen brothers and sisters,and
spend your life in a blacksmith
shop?
"I've had hard times but
mostly good times. . .I'd like to
do if all again. . ."
Sounds good. . .But anyway, if
you are stranded with that
broken wagon wheel, you know
where you can take it now. But
it's a long trip from anywhere
with a three-wheeled wagon.

Analysis Anonymous

Competency and self-confidence are evident as Anderson goes about his work.

Lamron 2

Palo Alto, Calif. (AFS) - The
Federal Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs has decided to
allow a private pharmaceutical
laboratory in Palo Alto, Calif, to
provide chemical analysis of
illegal street drugs to anyone who
wants it, without demanding the
customers' names.
Pharmchem Laboratories, the
Palo Alto firm, calls its service
"Analysis Anonymous." They
accept any drug sample, assign
the inquirer a number, and
charge a fee of ten dollars. Three
days later, the customer may call
the lab, give his number, and
receive the results of the
analysis. Although Dr. Larry
Goldman, Vice-President of

Pharmchem, admits that the ten
dollar fee is a high price for the
individual user.
"If you have several capsules
which you bought for only two
dollars each and you thought it
was
mescalin,"
Goldman
suggests, "it would still be worth
ten bucks to find out the truthbecause it's certainly not
mescalin for two dollars."
Pharmchem's "Analysis
Anonymous"
program
is
currently the only one of its kind
in the country, but the recent
decision by the Bureau of Nar
cotics to encourage the service
may inspire other laboratories to
start similar operations.
-Mark Brewer
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Furor in Portland

lamron 2 photographer
checks adult book stores
Portland is in an uproar. Adult
book stores throughout the city
distribute novels, magazines and
assorted other forms of por
nography as if they were comic
books in the airport. And until
Oregon Governor Tom McCall
put the clamps on, live sex acts
were performed on the stages of
adult theaters.
The issue is now one that will
probably be decided in the courts.
It's on much the same order as
the topless and bottomless
dancers controversies of the past.
Politicians like McCall have
almost no choice but to follow the
public outrage and condemn
centers of adult entertainment
throughout the state. McCall
declared that these theaters
could "undermine the moral
fibre of the nation so that it
would fall as did the Roman
Empire" and urged Oregon
citizens into "righteous anarchy"
to close them.
But the owners and operators
of the new hot spots may end up
on the winning end of the stick.
The members of the President's
Committee on Pornography
explored the problem and stated,
"Surveys of psychiatrists,
psychologists, sex educators,
social workers, counselors and
similar professional workers
reveal that large majorities of

such groups believe that sexual
materials do not have any harm
ful effects on either adults or
adolescents."
Further the report shows, "The
relationship between availability
of erotic materials and the rates
of sex crimes. . .indicate that the
increased availability of explicit
sexual materials has been ac
companied by a decrease in the
incident of sexual crimes."
The essential question to be
decided by the courts will be
whether or not consenting adults
have the right to such types of
entertainment on a public level.
There are 31 places to go for
adult entertainment in and
around Portland. This includes 17
theaters and 14 book stores. The
book stores are not considered on
the same level as the Portland
smoke shojps which carry a
limited supply of pornography.
The owners, operators, and
employees of the new craze that
has swept the west coast, indicate
a variety of reasons for their
involvement in the adult en
tertainment business.
Rip Collins of the Ero-Movie
House, for instance, believes that
the movies he shows are
beneficial to the people who at
tend. Rip mentioned one couple
that had been sent by their doctor
to attend some of the movies.
Psychologically, it was felt that

the flicks would help this
frustrated couple. And according
to Rip Collins, it did.
Rip has been working at the
Ero-Movie House for three
months now, and he estimates
that between 30-60 people come to
see the adult shows daily. Rip
also indicated that poor turnouts
caused the cancellation of gay
shows.
Most of the operators of the
adult stores and theaters in
Portland are recent college
graduates. The majority seem to
have been pushed into the
business because of the tight job
market and the feverish en
ticement of the quick buck.
At the San Francisco Book
Store, owner John Burke sees 300
people walk in and out of his store
each week. He says it's a job and
a business and that's it. He stated
that the literature he sells is not
art and can be classified as
immoral. "It's just
por
nography," he said. "That's all."
And as another owner put it,
"It's the customer's money and if
he wants to read it or see it, then
it's none of my business why he's
here. I just take his money and
smile."
It's a riotous controversy, a big
rip-off, and a potentially "good"
influence all rolled into one. It's a
weird situation.

The Eros Theatre, one of many controversial establishments in
Portland, deals strictly with films. Others sell books and assorted
paraphernalia.

UN Children's Fund
ends twenty-sixth year
In America, as in many other
countries, concerned adults are
planning and working to improve
the quality of the lives of
children. On the international
level the United Nations
Children's Fund is completing its
26th year of assisting self-help
programs for children around the
world.
On Halloween children have
the opportunity to participate in
this world-wide effort to help less
fortunate children when they
"Trick or Treat for UNICEF".
Through the United Nations
Children's Fund they can aid
children who are the victims of
poverty, disease, war and many
other social injustices.
Perhaps the best summation of
the work of UNICEF is this quote
from the New York Times
editorial written on the occasion
of UNICEF's 25th Anniversary.
"A Future for Every Child"
"Totally supported by
voluntary
contributions
from governments, groups
and individuals, UNICEF
has helped the helpless in
no less than 112 countries.
It has provided food for the

hungry, medicine for the
sick, schools for the
ignorant. It has brought
nutrition to mind and
body; it has meant
literally new life to
countless millions of
children regardless of
race or color throughout
the world. Its work alone
would have made the
United Nations, which
created it, worthwhile.
Its usefulness can only
expand during the next
quarter-century, along
with the demands that will
be made upon it. UNICEF
is
one
international
agency that has only
friends, and it deserves
them in every corner of
the globe."
Ask your church Sunday School
how your children can help
UNICEF by participating in
Trick of Treat for UNICEF. They
have an orange sheet with
suggestions from the UNICEF
^formation Center in Portland.
)r get in touch directly with the
Center (319 SW Washington,
Portland Room 704).

Clinic at health service

Ninety percent of the people in the developing world live in areas that have an unsafe or
inadequate supply of water. At a UNICEF supplied water pump, a small Indian girl enjoys a cool
drink made possible in part by Trick or Treat contributions to the United Nations Children's Fund.

UNICEF in action
Did you know that the annual income of the United Nations
Children s Fund is less than the amount spent on world armaments in
two hours?
rp,
H 1 1~
Three out of four children live in underdeveloped countries, where
mortality rates among one to four-year-olds are about 40 times higher
than m the developed countires. UNICEF means help and hope for
those children.

+++
About 6° P^r cent of all preschool age children suffer from
malnutrition. UNICEF assists nutrition programs in Asia, Africa
Latin America, the Middle East.
~l~ +
Of the developing countries' 1.1 billion children, half do not receive
any formal education. UNICEF helps to train teachers and to produce
H
teaching materials.
+ + 4The water used by 90 per cent of the population in the developing
world is either unsafe or inadequate, or both. UNICEF proiects helD
provide abundant, unpolluted water supplies.
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A gynecology clinic is now
available weekly to OCE co-eds.
The clinic meets every Thursday
from 1 to 3 p.m. for about six girls
in the Health Center. The only
way a girl can attend the clinic is
to go to the Health Center at the
first of the week and set up an
appointment for an interview
with the nurse. Only after this

Should we
change our name?
The local AAUP president,
Ajmer Singh, announced the
appointment of a new committee
comprising
three
facuUy
members — Professors Jack
Bergman (chairman), A1 Redsun, Jim Sumner - to study the
question of OCE's name change.
He stressed that the committee's
assignment is not to substantiate
any predrawn conclusions but
rather to study the question in
terms of long-range welfare of
the college as it relates to its
name identificatin.
The question of name change
has frequently been raised and
argued in the past but no sub
stantive and hard data have

cohesively been presented. The
structure of the study would
include relevant data froma
sample of out-of-state colleges
who have experienced name
changes, perception and ex
pectations of prospective Oregon
college students relative to the
institutional name, and last but
not least, a fresh poll of the OCE
faculty.

interview can a girl receive
approval to meet with the doctor
on Thursday. There is no charge
made to the student by the Health
Center; the only costs come from
samples
and
laboratory
prescriptions.
The nurse goes over the
student's personal history with
her. She then talks about con
traceptives. The nurse then helps
the girl decide whether or not to
use the contraceptive. The
Health Center can give out birth
control pills to the girls, but interuterine devices can not be issued
by the Health Center.
The doctor will perform a
breast examination, a pelvic
examination, and a pap smear
(which costs $4 for the lab fee). A
free gonorrhea culture is also
taken.
The Health Center is also open
for followup information. All
former patients are encouraged
to visit the Center for answers to
whatever questions may arise.
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It's a wild, whacky circus
for off-campus students
COCHRAN
by PAT COCHRAN
assistant editor

There's something about
apartments that absolutely in
trigues the average, inquisitive
and naive college student. The
whole first year in the form is
spent in eager anticipation of
''getting an apartment".
The first step usually takes
place sometime during winter
term. It is at this time that
roommates
are
carefully
scrutinized and finally selected.
This is a very crucial step, and
such subtle things as alcohol
capacity, tooth-paste etiquette,
extra-curricular activities after
11:00 p.m. and degree of culinary
talents must all be thoroughly
considered. With computor-like
efficiency the personal qualities
of the different candidates are
analyzed and matched until the
perfect and final selection has
been made. Says one anonymous
co-ed, "It's like getting
married...only worse. You have
to put up with the same problems
but you don't get to enjoy the
fringe benefits."
The most dramatic stage of
apartment life is found in moving
in. Placement of the Frank Zappa
and the Marx Brothers posters

. as well
„ as
must be exact,
completely tasteful. Of course, it
isn't just any apartment that is
blessed with Harpo, Groucho,
and Chico but if the apartment
doesn't have a homemade
bookshelf it will never rate.
The bookshelf is
a very
strategic creation in determning
Real worth of the apartment's
decor and esthetic value.
Mediocracy is a symmetric
bookshelf of
boards and
decorator bricks. Variations of
this basic design are increasingly
more effective for social brownie
points and demonstration of the
occupant's creativity. Some
enterprising students incorporate
orange crates, apple boxes and
chunks of used bricks (complete
with mortar) to accentuate the
beauty of their bookshelves.
A careful analysis of the
materials that compose these
bookshelves would show an
astonishing amount are actually
ripped-off. Boards, bricks, and
boxes from alleys and backyards
all over Monmouth mysteriously
disappear into the night. It is all
part of the interior decorating
project being conducted by offcampus students.
Posters are the No. 1 apparel
for apartment walls this

OCE co-ed gives her tabby a lift after a jaunt to the store for the
evening's meal.

year...again. Tapestries and
stolen road signs are currently
running neck and neck for second
place. For the humble abode
blessed with an art student there
is an endless array of weavings,
drawings, paintings and prints
that adorn the premises.
Nothing is sacred to the
apartment dweller...not if it
contains an ounce of practicality
or ingenuity!! Why buy a fish
tank when an old plastered over
toilet bowl will do? Why buy toilet
paper when the college center
supplies it free? Towels from the
PE department stand in as dish
rags. Drive-in movie speakers
tend to add a touch of
sophistication.
With the help of the tax-payer
the apartment is somehow
properly decorated. The room
mates have rid themselves of the
boxes and baskets that encum
bered their joyous arrival. The
stage is set, the mood is
right...only one thing is lacking to
prepare their new home for oc
cupancy. The housewarming.
No place of residence can be
completely ready for the
academic year without beng
broken in. Broken in is somewhat
of an understatement...bathtubs
have been cracked and ceilings
have given way to the excessive
weight of a keg of beer. Besides
breaking the house these gayla
affairs more often break the
occupant... financially.
Finally properly installed in
the apartment, the daffy set of
occupants face yet another
trauma. Known to more ex
perienced
personnel
as
"cooking" it is referred to by the
rookies in terms that can not be
repeated in this article. Most of
the errors fall into the Over-kill
catagory.
The inexperienced chef doesn't
even have the words RARE,
MEDIUM, and WELL in his
vocabulary let alone know what
they mean or how to cook them.
The fool-proof spaghetti noodles
end up more than slightly
resembling glue (much to the
cook's chagrin). Burnt toast,
scorched corn and rubberized
eggs all give evidence of the
novice's lack of knowledge,
particularly with regards to
temperatures.
Most people erringly feel the
fastest and most efficient way to
cook or melt anything is to put the
burner on High. The result in

A culinary rooky watches in dismay as his dinner goes up in smoke.

most cases is a grease fire, boiled
over ingredients or an over
abundant quantity of charcoal.
Apartment life is definitely
unique. Its unique mixture of
positive and negative aspects
depends primarily on the in
dividual occupant of each and
every apartment.
Living in an apartment is a
learning experience... Learning
how to un-plug hair clogged
drains. Learning how to live or
six days with a toilet that ab
solutely refuses to flush
(really...that did happen just last

week!!). Learning how to
housebreak the new puppy and
learning how to make tuna fish
casserole.
It's fun, it's whacky, it's
gruesome (have you ever seen a
charcoalized
tuna
fish
casserole?)...It's the only way to
go.
On second thought some of the
more stable type students do
retreat back to the dorms while
the rest just keep on with a
gallant show of bravery. Way to
be, brothers, way to be.

Turnabout in South Africa

Black like me!
(AFS) Lots of movies and
books have dealt with the idea,
but now it has happened. Through
a medical accident, a seventeenyear-old white girl has been
turned black. Unfortunately for
her, she lives in South Africa,
where strict separation of the
races (Apartheid) is the law.
Details of the incident were
published recently in the San
Francisco Examiner in an ex
clusive report from Johannesberg. The story points out
that if the girl had been born non-

white, she would probably have
developed psychological defenses
against the racial discrimination
she is now suffering for the first
time. But presently she considers
herself an outcast in a system
where the best of everything is
reserved for whites.
Until a little more than a year
ago, the girl's skin was typically
Caucasian. But in December 1970
surgeons removed two adrenal
glands which were believed to be
causing the girl's obesity. Though
the surgery was regarded as
successful, a few months later
large dark areas began
appearing on her neck. The spots
gradually spread over her entire
body.
Legally, the girl is still white.
But all she has to prove that she is
European are her features and
long hair. Her mother says it is
particularly embarassing for the
family because they all believe in
white supremacy.
"I feel the same as I did when I
was white," the girl said, but it is
terribly humiliating to even go
into the street now and know that
I am no longer accepted as white.
I have not given up hope that I
will be white again soon."

!Tcum«laUve product of theft and ingenuity is seen in an OCE

Lamron 2

student's bookshelf

Which

features everything but books.

According to the girl's mother,
her daughter is now spurned by
people who think she is colored.
Unless a miracle happens, she
said, her daughter will have no
future in South Africa. "This is a
tragic thing to happen to anyone
anywhere in the world," said the
mother, "but in South Africa, it is
heartbreakingly cruel."
Just ask any black South
African.
-Mark Brewer
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Through the dawn of
ages, man has sought to
achieve higher ideals to
secure a state of bet
terment for himself, as
well as for others; without
these new ideals man and
his world would wither and
die. Through the years our
GROVE has been dying,
its roots are decaying, its
branches are rotting, and
its life is fading to nothing.
Only a skillful man can
restore the GROVE to life
and bring it to full bloom
again. It will take time and
a lot of hard work, but as
long as there is a shred of
life remaining, there is a
chance for a future.
A chance that can be
realized only if the ad
ministration, faculty, and
students will become the
roots and foundation for
the
NEW
FAMILY
GROVE.
Lee McClinton, editor
Mike Cauthon
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red

lines streak my face
faded color
0w washed away-

3Sk;

inside
of little feet
to shufflingiain.
rough curtained eyes
my sight
perfect visionhanged its name.
of blushing color
face of youth
alive and threateningthat takes my place?
Reine Thomas

"WHO'S BEHIND YOU?"
Who's behind you,
someone coming,
tracing your steps,
in double stride;

You shall travel,
through untold time,
reaching and building,
to make each mile;

Who's behind you,
no one knows,
he's striding more quickly,
for you to reach;

He'll look behind,
for one last glimpse,
and leave a bridge,
where he has been;

When will he come,
who travels afar,
where but for you,
he soon will abide;

The path is short,
there's much to do,
look behind, move ahead,
step aside, and smile;

Then he must share,
what you have now,
the knowing, the hoping,
the wrath of each;

Stars will sparkle,
lighting his eyes,
they'll glisten, then fade,
and relight in kin.
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'Please, no more Christian Soldiers'
BY TOM FERTE
Humanities professor
It is eleven o'clock Tuesday
evening. I have been watching a
NBC reports about the Tasaday
tribe, a stone-age people who
knew very little about our
"civilized" and "sophisticated"
world two years ago. For those
who do not know already, the
Tasaday (pronounced ta's-o-di)
are a tribe of twenty-seven
aborigines living in the high
tropical rain forest on the remote
island of Mindanao in the
Philippines.
Again for those who may not
know, our English word "tribe"
comes from the Latin tribus
meaning a division of the Roman
people. This also is the case for
"aborigine"; it comes from the
Latin aborigines, meaning from
Webster's SEVENTH NEW
COLLEGIATE
DICTIONARY
defines an aborigine as "an in
digenous inhabitant esp. as
contrasted with an invading or
colonizing people." Here I am
reminded of "barbarian," an
English word which comes from
the Latin barbarus (from the
Greek barbaros), meaning
foreign or ignorant.
To the Romans, anyone who
was not a citizen of greater Rome
was, ab initio, a barbarian-that
is, he was fair game, meat on the
table, something to be ex
terminated with impunity. Notice
that I said a barbarian was a
"something," implying that
whatever it was it definitely was
not human nor deserving of basic

human consideration. No wonder
my dictionary defines a bar
barian as a person "believed to
'be inferior" to people just like
me. See why "aborigine"
reminds me of "barbarian?"
Aborigines are those things
"contrasted with an invading or
colonizing people." They, too, are
fair game, something to be
civilized and, of course,
Christianized.
But does civilized have to mean
DEAD? Does Christianized
hecessarilymean EXTINCT?
Seriously, I would like to know
the answer to these questions.
Many of my fellow countrymen
evidently think part of our
"manifest destiny" is to an
nihilate aborigines, barbarians,
foreigners, and tribal people-or
simply those "things" that have
the unforgivable misfortune to be
ignorant of our great democratic
institutions. I know my coun
try's foreign policy is based upon
"self-determination," but does it
have to be that people unlike
myself are free to determine they
will live like me or my country
will "bomb them back to the
stone age"?
Is anyone reading this? I am
trying to communicate with my
fellow countrymen. Are you
there? I want to know if killing

another human being is a
Christian act. Is it?
I realize other countries, other
peoples who are not Christian,
are responsible for terrible
crimes against mankind. But I
am addressing my country, a
predominantly white, nonindigenous group of over twohundred million who~since 1776are always destroying, fighting,
killing. I am also addressing
other so-called Christians, our
European brethren. For I am
reminded that white, Christian
Europeans slaughtered most of
the original inhabitants of the
New World, that a country of
fifty-five million Christians
exterminated over seven million
Jews, that a "free' and Christian
country used nuclear weapons
against a non-Christian and nonEuropean and non-white country
at the end of the Second World
War, and that the same country
had been responsible for the
deaths of millions of human
beings in Indochina during the
last ten years.
ITEM: A few weeks ago on
William Buckley's television
program, FIRING LINE, a
Berkely student asked Mr.
Buckley about President Nixon's
promise to end the war in Viet
nam. At that time, like now,

thousands of human beings were
being killed in Indochina.
Buckley's response to the student
was to point out that very few
American soldiers were then
being killed in the war! I was
shocked (Buckley, immediately
after he opened his mouth, was
embarrassed). But then I
remembered Mr. Buckley was
only another white, Chirstian
American of European descent.
As long as his own kind are safe,
it is of little moment to him that
"Gook" foreigners continue to
die.
ITEM: Last Wednesday's
edition of the Salem newspaper
(i.e., the CAPITAL JOURNAL)
has a feature about Mrs. Lucille
Gilbert, a Paiute human being,
and sixty other members of the
Bridgeport, California, Indian
community. As Jack Jones (of
the
L.
A.
TIMES and
WASHINGTON POST) reports,
Mrs. Gilbert and her fellow
Paiutes are "a tragic illustration
of how most California Indians
have been left landless by broken
promises, unratified treaties and
'illegal' transactions of the past."
But my countrymen you need not
concern yourselves with these
"things" and our other Indian
citizens. After all, these
aborigines are only the tail end of

KAO backs
candy sale
The Kidney Association of
Oregon has announced the
opening of its 1972 statewide sale
of Halloween Trick or Treat
candy to help finance the cost of
providing artificial kidney
machines, training and medical
supplies for kidney failure vic
tims.
At the same time, KAO issued
an appeal to individuals, civic
groups,
schools,
veteran,
fraternal, businesses, schools,
churches, youth and men and
womens clubs to come to its aid
by helping to sell the Halloween
candy during the annual fundraising event.
Chuck Foster, KAO executive
director said, "a number of
organizations and community
groups around the state have
placed orders for the candy, but
in order to raise as much money
as possible for our patients, we
need the help of other groups."
He added, "we hope that through
this Halloween candy sale we can
obtain the money to purchase
several kidney machines."
The Halloween candy, he ex
plained, is produced by Curtiss
Candy Company. There are 20
Circlets 5 flavor rolls, which are
attractively
boxed
and
cellophane wrapped. A Kidney
Association label on the box
identifies the product. Each box
of candy sells for $1.00.
"Most families," said Foster,
"will buy a supply of Halloween
candy for trick or treat goblins
anyway. We would appreciate
people buying their candy from
us and thereby helping us to save
lives."
Individuals and organizations
who want to help KAO are asked
to send orders for candy boxes to
the Kidney Association of
Oregon, 1222 S. E. 7th Avenue,
Portland, Oregon 97214 or call
KAO at 234-6448.
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all those barbarians are
Christian ancestors did not have
time to kill. Forget them. They or
their children will disappear,
starve, or die in childbirth.
ITEM: The Tasaday are an
extremely
peaceful
and
unagressive people. They have no
natural or traditional enemies.
They love each other, simply and
with a honesty few of us un
derstand. They love life. They
love their dark forest-and they
do not abust it! They comfort and
protect one another, gently,
softly, with the sort of tenderness
civilized people think is reserved
for lovers. Yet these beautiful
people, these HUMAN beings,
are threatened; there is a good
chance they may not survive two
more decades of our civilization.
The Tasaday are more-or-less
protected by anothe tribal people,
the T'Boli. But there are other
people who want the land
belonging to the T'Boli. These
other people have been using
modern weapons to kill the
T'Boli. These other people want
the land of- the T'Boli for their
cattle and crops. And if the T'Boli
are forced to move, if their lands
are stolen, the Tasaday will be
defenseless. Who are these other
people? They call themselves
Christians.
Consequently, if the Tasaday
perish look for someone to step
forward and say: "I am a
Christian. The Tasaday wee a
tribe of barbarian aborigines. I
had to civilize them."
Please, my countrymen, tell
me. Why are people dying at the
hands of other human beings?
And please do not say, "They did
it for Christ." And I am tired of
singing "Onward Christian
Soldiers."

Gridder
to speak
on Christ
"Football and the Christian
Life" is the theme Steve
McElravy has chosen on which to
speak next Sunday evening at
First Christian Church in
Monmouth, 189 S. Monmouth
Ave. McElravy is the well-known
split end for the OCE Wolves and
carried the ball for two touch
downs
against
Eastern
Washington last Saturday.
McElravy will speak at the
church at 7:30 p.m. Besides his
OCE education, where he is a
senior, he spent his freshman
year at the University of Oregon,
has had training from Campus
Crusade for Christ at Arrowhead
Springs, California, and this
summer attended the Advanced
Leadership Institute in Chicago
under the auspices of the In
stitute in Basic Youth Conflicts.
The public is invited to hear him
speak.

OCE prof Tom Ferte reacts to missionary movement.

MPD cracks down
on local cyclists

CRESCENT

BLACK PEPPER
Filch (3.8)

The
Monmouth
Police
Department indicated that they
are initiating a crack down
policy concerning bicyclists
effective immediately.
A spokesman for the depart
ment has indicated that they
have received a number of
complaints regarding careless
operation of the two-wheeled
vehicles.
All bicycles operated on city
streets must comply with all the

traffic laws. Violators will be
cited as anyone driving a car
would be.
The spokesman also indicated
that it is getting dark earlier and
for both safety's sake and legally,
all bikes must have a functional
headlight and rear reflector.
The department indicated that
this is not a harrassment
procedure but rather one to
prevent any car-bicycle ac
cidents.
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FIRESTONE
EMPIRE
MELBOURNE

B. F. GOODRICH
UNIR0YAL
REYNOLDS

SEVERAL BRANDS TO CHOOSE FROM

NELSEN'S TIRE WAREHOUSES

WIDE TRACK MELBOURNE

(A factory outlet for quality tires for over 30 years)
1435 N.W. 9th St., Corvallis, Oregon
Phone: 753-0123

SPECIAL GROUP PURCHASE DISCOUNT PLAN
(NOT AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC)
Nelsen's Tire Warehouses buy tire* in multiple carload quantities from several factories These tires are sold to
which entitles you to buy major and private brand tires at warehouse wholesale prices
We invite you to compare our prices with comparable merchandise, and when you do. you will see the $$
saved by this special purchasing plan for your company or group
ONLY-"° ««"«»« thirdline specials. Nelsen's tir. warehouses
are oLn"dH,!ine tirt»
open daily from 8:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Saturday. 8:00 a m.-2:00 p.m. Easy-pay budget terms are available.

Tube less
Tir* Size

Mfg.
Suggested
List Price
WHITE

6.50/7.00/13
7.35/14
7.75/14
8.25/14
8.55/14'
7.75/15
8.15/15
8.45/15
9.00/15

40.70
44.75
47.45
51.85
57.00
47.30
51.85
57.00
63.55

EMPIRE P-120
Conventional Series
Premium Wrap-Around
Tread Design

Manufactured by a Subsidiary
of a Major Rubber Company

FULL 4 PLY NYLON

Mfg.

78SERIES

44C BELTED XL
DUAL WHITE SIDEWALL

SIZE

Replaces
SIZE

Lid Price
WHITE

D70-13
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
G78-15
H78-15
J78-15
L78-15

7.00/13
7.35/14
7.75/14
8.25/14
8.55/14
8.15/15
8.45/15
8.85/15
9.00/15

60.00

Group

Average
Sale Price
WHITE

28.65
30.19
30.87
31.95
33.80
32.56
33.83
34.07
34.41

62.20
65.70
72.50
76.10
72.05
76.10
78.40
90.95

Federal
Excise
Tex

Discount
Price
WHITE

18.84

2.03
2.37
2.54
2.69
2.93
2.78
3.01
3.12
3.28

19.83
20.12
21.17
22.64
22.21
23.87
24.52
25.92

NO TRADE-IN NEEDED-IMMEDIATE, MOUNTING. BALANCING. AND INSTALLATION

EMPIRE PREMIUM 78
BELTED BIAS

Replaces
SIZE

SIZE

fo«

DUAL

Mfg.
Suggested
List Price
WHITE

78-SERIE^

\ V
»] 11 |
j

E78-14
F78-14

7.35/14

G78-14

8.25/14

68.30
72.30
79.15

32.29
32.97
34.07

7.75/14

Group
Purchase
Discount
Price

Average
Sal* Price
WHITE

Federal
Excise
Tex

WHITE

'
21.60

2.37
2:54

22.26
23.20

WHITE

]

: '

H78-14

SIDEWALL

W'W

F78-15

8.55/14
7.75/15

86.95
72.00

35.90
37.77

G78-15
H78-15

8.15/15
8.45/15

72.60
79.40

8.85/15

87.15

33.60
34.66
35.93

23.71

J78-15

25.95

2.69
2.93
2.58
2.78
3.01
3.12

L78-15

9.00/15

96.02

36.51

27.06

3.28

t

J

I

Manufactured by a Subsidiary
of a Major Ru bbar Company
2+2 78 SERIES

24.84
22.62
25.49

NO TRADE-IN NEEDED —IMMEDIATE MOUNTING. BALANCING, AND INS
NO TRADE IN NEEDED-IMMEDIATE MOUNTING. BALANCING. AND INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

EMPIRE PREMIUM

Replaces
SIZE

SIZE

78 SERIES

C78 13 6.50/7.00/13
E78 14
7.35/14
F78 14
7.75/14
G78 14
8.25-14
H78 14
8.55/14
F78 15
7.75/15
G78 15
8.25/15
H78-15
8.55/15
J78 15
9.00/15
L78-15
9.15/15

Reverse-Moulded
Better Traction
-Cooler Ride

Manufactured by a Subsidiary
of a Major Rubber Company

FULL 4 PLY POLYESTER

Mfg.
Suggested
List Price
WHITE

Average
Sale Price
WHITE

41.25
42.75
45.75
50.95
56.80
45 75
50.95
56.80
64.75
69.50

27.27
28.13
29.17
29.71
30.82
29.46
30.19
31.20
32.00
32.53

Federal

\r

mrmm
18.47
20.19
20.78
21.86
23.17
21.34
22.23
23.71

1.95
2.24
2.39
2.56
2.75
2.43
' 2.63
2.81
3.01
3.16

2484
25.48

EMPIRE
MULTIPREMIUM

i* prevailing retail price and should not ba used to make any designation contrary
NO TRADE-IN NEEDED-IMMEDIATE MOUNTING. BALANCING. AND INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

EMPIRE
AVW
MULTI- ^^Y\\ V\S
PREMIUM

POLYESTER

isr

2+2 70 SERIES

%

WIDE TRACK
supER 70

^/R

Mfg.
Suggested
List Price
WHITE

E70-14
F7014
G70-14
H70-14
G70-15
H70-15

7.35/14
7.75/14
8.25/14
8.55/14
8.25/15
8.55/15

65.12
69.70
71.02
79.80
71.02
79.80

Sale Pdce
WHITE

Purchase
Discount
Price

32.49
33.28
34.26
34.85
33.95
34.69

22.66
23.85
24.95
26.98
25.51
27.63

0

E70 14
F70-14
G70-14
G70 15

7.35/14
7.75/14
8.25/14
8.25/15

SIZE

Mfg.
Suggested
Lid Price
WHITE

Average
Sale Price
WHITE

E78-14

7.35/14

96.20

38.12

25.52

2.24

F78-14

7.75/14

96.85

38.93

26.63

2.39

G78-14
H78-14

8.25/14
8.55/14

107.20
114.70

39.74

27.95

40.53

29.91

2.56
2.75

F78 15

31.74
32.31
32.98
34.37

Federal
Excise
Tex

WHITE

7.75/15

97.00

8.15/15

107.20

38.99
41.03

26.71

G78-15

28.17

2.63

8.45/15

114.70

41.40

30.44

2.81

J78 15

8.85/15

122.50

42.25

31.26

3.01

L78-15

9.00/15

132.00

42.72

32.07

3.16

TIRES FOR IMPORTED -

21.86
22.74
23.77
24.35

2.56
2.60
2.77
2.88

5.50 12

RAISED
WHITE
LETTERS

W
^

WMW

F60 14
G60 14
F60-15
G60-15

7"
7"
6.5"
7-

83.20
85.90
83.20
85.90

Average
Sale Price
WHITE

Group
Purchase
Discount ,
Price

WHITE
•

41.25
42.35
41.65
42.75

2.43

COMPACT
SPORT CAR RADIALS

2.60
2.73
2.86
2.82

Federal
Excise
Tex

6.00 12
5.20 13

30.20
33.62
32.00

16.12
18.01
17.53

5.60 13

35.84

17.92

12.65

14.23

6.00-13

38.00

18.83

13.33

15.11

1.60

5.60-15

40.52

20.26

13.50

15.20

1.74

6.00-15

41.92

21.30

14.26

15.89

1.91

RADIAL

Federal
Excise
Tax

27.15
28.12
27.84
29 36

Group Purchase '
Discount
Price
BLACK
WHITE

Avenge
Sale Price

1.17
1.34

12.83

11.26
13.17

14.70

12.53

14.04

1.36
1.48

NO TRADE IN NEEDED^IMMEDIATE MOUNTING. BALANCING. AND INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

IMPORTED RADIAL

Mfg.
Suggested
Lid Price

Replaces
SIZE

SIZE
Mfg.
Suggested
List Price
WHITE

60-SERIES
Sugg.
Rim
SIZE
Width

Mfg.
Suggested
Lid Price

T ubeless
Tir* Size

COMPACT CARS

2.51
2.64
2.84
3.04
2.87
3.12

NO TRADE-IN NEEDED-IMMEDIATE MOUNTING. BALANCING. AND INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

EXTRA WIDE A
TRACK 31
SUPER 60 91jjB |

WHITE

H78 15

FULL 4 PLY NY10N

53.86
58.57
62.72
64.31

Federal
Excisa
Tax

NO TRADE-IN NEEDED-IMMEDIATE MOUNTING. BALANCING. AND INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

RAISED WHITE LETTERS
FULL
4 PLY
NYLON

RAISED feJB
WHITE
LETTERS

SIZE

Replicas
SIZE

70-SERIES

FIBERGLAS

Group
Purchase
Discount
Price

Replaces
SIZE

78SERIES

Group Purchase
Discount
Price
BLACK
WHITE

Average
Sale Price

Federal
Excise
Tex

155SR 13
5.60/13
165SR 13 5.90/6.00/13

48.27
52.52

34.14

22.24

36.48

22.81

24.98

175SR 13 6.40/6.50/13

38.82
40.77

25.16

27.57

165SR-14 5.90/6.00/14

55.38
58.70

24 38

26.69

2.01
1.79

155SR-15

5.60/15

58.56

40.67

24.50

26.78

1.72

165SR-15

5.90/15

58.80

40.83

25.69

28.21

1.97

1.55
1.78

24.46

NO TRADE IN NEEDED-IMMEDIATE MOUNTING, BALANCING. AND INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

FULL 4 PLY NYLON
NO TRADE-IN NEEDED-IMMEDIATE MOUNTING. BALANCING. AND INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

Mfg.
Suggested
List Price
WHITE

RADIAL

RODGER WARD
licitf,

60 SERIES

A TIRE FOR THE MUSCLE CAR
TESTED BY RODGER WARD

Mfg.
Suggested
List Price
WHITE

60-SERIES
Sugg.
Rim
SIZE
Width

A60-13
F60-14
G60-14
J60-14
L60 14
G60 15
J60-15
L60 15

5.5"
7"

73.20
86.02
89.75
96.03
98.38
91.00
95.77
100.14

7"
7"
8"
7"
7"
7"

Average
Sale Price
WHITE

Group
Purchase
Discount
Price

WHITE

42.57
46.02
49.75
56.62
58.37
51.80
55 77
60.30

Federal
Excise
Tex

2.00
2 60
2.73
3.09
3.33
2.82
3.15
3.47

30.80
33.90
36.72
43.75
46.00
38.08
45.18
47.43
.

SIZE

LIFE SAVER RADIAL

Group
Purchase
Discount
Price
WHITE

Federel
Excise
Tax

2.44

DR70-13

7.00/13

58.75

42.00

32.50

ER70-14

7.35/14

61.25

43.00

33.20

2.61

FR7014

7.75/14

67.50

45.00

36.20

GR70-14
HR70 14

8.25/14
8.55/14

75.00

50.00

39.00

2.82
3.01

83.00

56.00

43.10

3.31

FR70-15

7.75/15

. 72.00

48.00

37.60

2.95

GR7015

8.15/15

79.20

53.00

41.40

3.07

HR70-15

8.45/15

84.90

59.00

46.00

3.36

JR70 15

8.85/15

LR70-15

93.25
97.00

63.00
67.00

48.60

9.00/15

3.52
3.64

52.00

"Also available—the new B.F.G. Steel Belted Radial Tire at a slightly higher cost. Because we could
jeopardize our factory direct purchasing power on the B.F.G. Steel Radial Tire, we cannot put our
low prices in writing.

Manufactured by a Subsidiary
of a Major Rubber Company
NO TRADE-IN NEEDED-IMMEDIATE MOUNTING. BALANCING. AND INSTALLATION AVAILA8LE

PREMIUM LIGHT TRUCK

Replaces
SIZE

Average
Sale Price
WHITE

NO TRADE IN NEEDED-IMMEDIATE MOUNTING, BALANCING. AND INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

BUY YOUR TIRES FACTORY DIRECT
Design

HIWAY

PREMIUM QUALITY
SIZE

PASSENGER CAR RETREADS
46.90
- 53.30
46.45
58.95
62.80
49.05
59.15
76.85
65.30
86.00

7.00-13
7.00/14
6.70-15
7.00-15
7.00-15
6.50-16
7.00-16
7.50-16
7.17.5
8.17.5

HIWAY DESIGN
FULLY
GUARANTEED

A
N
Y

•PJj

Group
Purchase
Discount
Price
BLACK WALL

A
N
Y
S

S
z
E

8'5
EXCISE
TAX
504

Z
E

Group
Purchase
Oiscount
Price
WHITE WALL

g«
EXCISE
504

NO TRADE IN NEEDED
NO TRADE IN NEEDED-IMMEDIATE MOUNTING. BALANCING. AND INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

8.00-16.5
8.75-16.5
9.50-16.5
10.00-16.5
10.00-16.5
12.00-16.5

Increased Load
Carrying Capacity.
Greater Mobility
and Traction

6
8
8
6
8
8

NELSEN'S TIRE WAREHOUSES

72.84
75.41
84.44
85.34
96.45
110.81

NO TRADE-IN NEEDED-IMMEDIATE MOUNTING. BALANCING. ANO INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

•

PREMIUM LIGHT TRUCK
TRACTION

NYLON

Traction
Design
SIZE

PLY

7.00 13
7.00-14
6.70 15
7.00-15
7 00-15
6.50-16
7.00-16 .
7.50-16
7.17-5
8.17.5-

8
8
6
6
8
6
6
8
6
8

Mfg.
Suggested
List Price

Average
Sale Price

52.80
58.15
48.75
61.90
65.00
51.45
62.15
83.65
68.90
88.60

27.80
28.69
27.66
29.49
32.09
28.14
30.90
40.61
34.80
38.70

82.10
85.32
87.07
92.60
99.66
115.80

38.51
44.00
45.90
46.82
53.30
72.83

-FREE REPLACEMENT

- TIRE GUARANTEE

a WORKMANSHIP and MATERIAL - If any tire sold by Nelsen Tire fails due to defects in
workmanship or material during the first 25% of tread wear, it will be Replaced Free of Charge.
Failures beyond 25% of tread wear will be replaced on the amount of tread worn off the
original tread depth pro-rated on the purchase price (plus F.E.T.).
a ROAD HAZARD (Passenger car tires only.) - Any failure that occurs due to normal road
hazards will bereplaced on thebasis of tread wear, pro-rated on the purchase price (plus F.E.T.).
These guarantees do not cover tires damaged by willfull abuse, fire, collision, or mechanical
defects on the vehicle.

Group
Purchase
Discount
Price

Federal
Excise
Tax

2.69
2.88
2.78
3.26
3,45
2.96
3.29
4.17

21.68
21.82
21.50
23.80
25.95
22.60
24.75
33.20

NELSEN'S TIRE WAREHOUSES
HOURS-DAI LY 8:00 A.M. TO 5 30 P.M.

OIVISMMOF
GROUP PURCHASE IDENTIFICATION CARD
o purchase name brand tires at tremendous savings,
ducts listed are firsts-no seconds-top quality only, man

K

32.20

NELSEN'S TIRE WAREHOUSES
(FACTORY OUTLET FOR QUALITY TIRES)

GROUP PURCHASE IDEHTIFICATION DISCOUNT CARD
by Special Arrangement this Card Entitles:

.3.64
4.52

28.24

CORVALLIS, OREGON

SATURDAY 8 00 A.M. TO 2:00 P.M.

W

To wholesale prices on several popular tire
brands. Tires to fit every make and model of
passenger cars and pickups.
FIRESTONE • UNIROYAL • B. F. GOODRICH
EMPIRE • REYNOLDS • MELBOURNE
ROGER WARD HIGH PERFORMANCE TIRES

t— DUPLEX -j

Carrying Capacity, HJUnYUgB
and Traction

8.00-16.5
8.75-16.5'
9.50-16.5
10.00-16.5
10.00-16.5
12.00 16.5

6
8
8
6
8
8

33.97
34.58
37 94
40.02
46.47
60 19

v

3.45
4.21
4.76
4.67
4.96
6.14

Confidential Price Sheet — Keep In Safe Place
DOWNTOWN CORVALLIS

For Future Buying Information

NO TRADE-IN NEEDED-IMMEDIATE MOUNTING. BALANCING. AND INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

Lamron 2
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coming events schedule

lamron 2's

Entertainment guide

Bush Barn, Salem. Prints and
drawings by Eugene artist Ken Paul.
Corvallis Arts Center, 700 SW
Madison. Sculpture by John Richen,
Theater Gallery, Tom Allen work in Arts
Center Gallery.
Portland Art Museum, SW Jefferson
at West Park. "60's to 72," American art
from the collection of Ed Caururo; "Two
Rooms," by Peter Teneau; Works by M.
C. Escher.
Contemporary Crafts Gallery, 3934 SW
Corbet. "Room III," by Peter Teneau.
Oregon College of Education, Camp
bell Hall Gallery. "Achromatic," faculty
show.
Oregon State University, Fairbanks
Gallery. Sculpture and paintings by in
the landscape theme, by Jim Van Patten
and Douglas Campbell Smith, Oct. 16 to
Nov. 3.
Arts and Crafts Society, Hoffman
Gallery, 616 NW 18th, Portland. Pain
tings by Ted Waltz. Drawings by Peter
Giltner. Weaving by Monica Setzol.
Ceramic furniture by Ray Grimm.
Image Gallery, 2483 NW Overton St.,
Portland. Portraits by Honore Daumier.

Ukraine dance review
*>y
LARRY
POLLOCK

Last Friday I enjoyed the
performance of the Dukla
Ukrainian Dance Company. This
dance company was performing
for its first time in North
America, although it has toured
Europe and Asia extensively. The
performance consisted of the
skillful and often acrobatic
rendition of the folk dances of
Eastern Europe and Russia. The
Company's performance con
sisted of Rusya-Ukranian,
Slovak, Gypsy, Goral, Russian,
and Ukranian dances, songs and
music.
The Rusya or Rusnak people
reside and have resided since the
Middle Ages in the northeastern
corner of Czechoslovakia, the
slopes of the Beskyd Mountains
(part of the Carpathian chain)
their home. Their name, Rusyn ,
is apposite to Russian-a name
descending from medieval
Kievan Rus, which was a
Ukrainian centered system of
communities during the Middle

Ages.
Many peoples have lived
among one another in the Car
pathian Basin, and the various
dances performed implied some
of the differences. An obvious
contrast is the Cossack dances,
with their great acrobatic
showmanship and peacockery,
with
the dance,
"White
Fantasy", a dance where women
carrying wreathes of roses move
in positions of ever changing
configuration, a slow dance that
I'm told is symbolic of the rebirth
of spring.
The "hopak" is one of the
traditional dances of the
Ukrainians. It is a dance that
celebrates
the
Cossack
masculinity, the masculinity that
defended the Ukraine from
Turkish and Polish attackers in
the fifteen and sixteen hundreds.
The dance has three im
pressive visual effects: the
costumes,
the
intricate
movement of the men and women
together, and the gymnastics of
the men~you sometimes feel
each "solo" dancer in his turn, is
keyed to an applause meter, and
that his stunt or his jump orhis
waddle across stage is being
performed in competition with
his fellow dancers.
The costumes were varied and
surprisingly different as dance
followed dance and costume kept

pace.
The effect of the
uniqueness of costume with its
dance conveyed a separation of
the dances that, until faces
became very familiar, made me
feel there were new dancers with
each new dance.
I've mentioned the dance, "the
hopak", that I was taken with;
another dance I especially
enjoyed was the "podhala". It is
a Goral folk dance of the Tatra
Mountain region in north-central
Slovakia. The mountain dwellers
lived by their finesse with the
valaska, an axe used for wood
cutting and art. As art it serves in
two ways: as an art object, inlaid
and delicately sculptured and as
a prop in a very fast and precise
(for the successful ) dance. The
dancer/goes through a series of
moves and jumps with the
valaska continually in motion, its
motion syncopated to the legs it
flies between and the arms it is
exchanged with. Really, a very
impressive performance.
It was a good show, good stuff
all around, although I did catch
myself losing interest with the
singing. There were a couple
dance interludes where the old
timers in the company ambled
out, sang a tune with some
traditional significance and then
gamboled off stage as the dan
cers once again would scramble
around

"Androcles" coming up
The
nf Christian-eating
PhrictlQn nnt-in/*
The davs
days of
lions return to OCE next month
as our drama personnel present
George
Bernard
Shaw's
"Androcles and the Lion."
In the play, Shaw is inter
preting Christianity to the
Christians and he goes back to
the beginning to do it. Androcles
is a nice, amiable chap who
refuses to hunt or kill and
befriends animals in a Fran
ciscan way.
Here we actually see him
remove the thorn from the lion's
painful paw. We next find him a
captive with other early
Christians in the basement of the
Coliseum, awaiting death.
Among the faithful is a shallow
man, a but-not-just-yet disciple
who capitulates to idolitry to save
his neck; and a gigantic brute of
a man whose nature was against
his promise to turn the other
cheek. His true nature erupts in
the arena as he makes a sham
bles of the gladiators.
Next comes the appointed hour
for Androcles and the others, and
Uie lion to whom they are thrown
turns out to be the grateful beast
whom Androcles has befirended

Page 14
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It is enough to make Caesar
declare this religion to be the new
religion of the state.
The large cast, which will be
directed by Robert Page
includes; Mark Wood as An
drocles; Kathy Eckerman as
Lavinia; Mike Lucich as the
Captain; Renee Bashor as
Megaera; Jason Lee as the
Emperor; Connie Lee as the
Lion; Bob Wiard as LentulusSteve Hurst as Metellus; Larry
Smith as Ferrovius; Tom Scales
as Spintho; Don Adkins as the
Centurion; Ken Hermens as the
Editor; Lewton Jones as the Call
Boy, Rob Page as the Menagerie
Keeper and Slave Driver; Joe
Medley as Retiarius.
Tex White as Secutor; Jack
rwitf 3Si Soldieri Jane Mc
Dowell and Jackie Odom as
PamTanS; ^ Ann Slawson,
Pam Tallman, Beverly Tunnell
Jane Berry, Judy Brutka, Donali
?fvey', Nancy Dowdy, Mary
Laufle n' h V°n °Uyer' Dana
** n
Dobie Long, Carol
Mollerstrom, Nancv Paoln
Phyllis Schneider
(3
Difelr Jk C St0ffe1' Judy Houde,
Diana Corbin and Rick Banter as

Christians; and Ralph Browning,
Steve Lady, Bill Orton. Torn
Roper, Ray Smith and Dan
Tompkins as Gladiators.
Androcles and the Lion will be
presented in OCE's Little Thea
tre Nov. 8, 9, 10 and 11 at 8:15
each night. Prices are $1 for
children, $1.50 for students and
$2.00 for adults.

Benefit
tonight
*

»

>

PSU
Film
Committee
presents
highlights from the Bellevue
Film
Festival, 75 Lincoln Hall. Oct. 20 to 21,
7:30 p.m.
OCE, Music Hall, "Lemans", Oct. 20,
6:30 and 9:15.
Eastgate Theater, 82nd Ave. N. of
Division, Portland, Slaughterhouse
Five" and "Catch 22".

Portland Civic Theater, main stage
"The Gingerbread Lady," 8 p.m.
Thursday and 8:30 p.m. Friday.
Portland Civic Theater, Blue Room.
"Black Comedy" and "Next". 8:30 p.rru
Friday and Saturday.
The New Theater, "Inquest". 8:30
p.m. Friday and Saturday.
Shattuck Auditorium. "King Lear"
presented by the Portland Shakespeare
Co., 8:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday.
North Salem High School. Nov. 2 4, 9.
11. "The Night Thoreau Slept in Jail,"
Tickets at North High main floor and at
the door of the Little Theater.

MUSIC
Sergiu Luca, Israeli Violinist, P.S.U.
Lincoln Theater, Friday, Oct. 20. 20, 8:15
p.m. Tickets $5, $4, and $3.50.

The
5 th
Dimension.
Portland
Memorial Coliseum. Oct. 26, 8:00 p.m.
Citresh Das, North Indian Kathak
dancer, Portland State University,
Lincoln Hall Aud. Oct. 19, 8:30.
The Whirling Dervishes, of Turkey.
Civic
Auditorium. Sunday Nov. 5, 8
p.m-.

SPEAKERS
Alpha Psi Omega one act play. Oct. 19
and 20 at 8 p.m.
Corvallis Arts Center, 700 SW
Madison. Portland Dance Theater.
Friday Oct. 20, 8 p.m.
University
Theatre
(Eugene),
"Butterflies Are Free," Oct. 20 21, 27-28.

Melrose Auditorium, Linfield College.
Alan Watts lecture on Zen Buddhism.
Mon. Oct. 23 at 8:00 p.m. No admission.
Pamplin Sports Campus, Lewis and
Clark. Norman Mailer to speak at 8:30
p.m. Oct. 20 $2.50 general admission and
$1.00 for students.

Funky Railroad
By DENNIS CRAPO
It was Thursday night in
Portland, when the widely known
Grand Funk Railroad exploded
into the Memorial Coliseum to
put on 80 minutes of "hard " rock
music.
Playing to a packed house,
Grand Funk showed more than
expected. There were four men
instead of three in the group.
Craig Frost, organist and fourth
addition to the group, helped
widen Grand Funk's ef
fectiveness over the audience.
Mark Farner, lead vocal and
guitarist, showed imagination in
both playing guitar and his
singing, which are as unique as
Grand Funk themselves. Don
Brewer, drummer and vocal,
addressed the audience with a
continuous expressive beat to
bring out Funk's original rhythm.
Mel Schachler, bass, sent the
crowd into roars as he opened
several of Grand Funks well
known songs.

Grand Funk's Tour of the
United States should be a great
success with the addition of Frost
to bring out the sounds of Grand
Funk Railroad.
The back-up group, if you could
call it that, was Billy Preston
with his soul rock group. They
were good enough to have the
audience yell for an encore.
Preston got the concert off to a
good start with tremendous
exhibitions on the organ and
piano. Not only did he play these
instruments exceedingly well,but
the lyrics, written and sung by
Preston, were thought-provoking
and effective.
Altogether, it was well worth
the money to see the concert, and
it smelled as though everybody
had a far out time.

SALEM
THEATRES
Shows From Friday

MOTOR-VU
DRIVE-IN
Gates 6:45 - Show 7:15
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
Paul Newman & Lee Marvin
in

"Pocket Money"q p
PLUS
Alistair MacLean's

'Puppet On A Chain"
Keeps you hanging on
the edge of your seat!
PG

ml«•

A concert benefit for George '
McGovern will be held
Thursday, October 19th from
8:00-10:30 p.m. in Ed 217.
Representatives from faculty
and students alike will per
form,
including
Dan
Haggerty, Broomstreet, Rex
Rabold, Lew Jones, Steve
iClarke, Tom Schaeffer, and A1
Whipps. A 50 cent volunteer
contribution will be asked at
the door.

University of Portland, Mehling
Lounge, "Light Up the Sky," Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m.

Jerry Lee Lewis and Freddie Hart and
"The Heatbeats". Civic Auditorium,
Fri. Oct. 27, 7:30 and 10:00 p.m.

FILM

The dancer pictured above seemed to be the audience's favorite in last Friday night's per
formance of the Dukla at the Portland Civic Auditorium.

OCE Administration Building, readers
theatre presentation of Dan Gerould's
"Candaules, Commissioner" at 8:00
p.m. in room 202. No admission.

Elsinore
"The Circle"
also playing
"Harold and Mod"
Capitol
"Dumbo"
also playing
"Lobo"
Lancaster
"Fiddler on the Roof"

RIO THEATRE

South Drive-In

Box Office 7:00- Show 7:15
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

"Prime Cut"
also playing
"Adios Sabata"

Rated R
Clint Eastwood in

North Drive-in
"Children Shouldn't
Play with Dead Things'

"Dirty Harry
PLUS
Alistair MacLean's

"When Eight Bells
Toll"
GP

The Corpse Grinders"
"The Body Stealers"
Thursday, Oct. 19, 1972

Haggerty's notes
on Vonnegut's "5
"Slaughterhouse 5" is the
rather remarkable biography of
one Billy Pilgrim; Wold War II
veteran, survivor of the firebombing of Dresden, Ilium, New
York, optomitrist (also president
of the Rotary Club) and
periapatetic time and space
leader; (due to the unaccountedfor phenomenon of his becoming
"unstuck in time" - possibly the
result of a chance encounter with
the chrono-syndastic infundibula,
though the point is moot.)
Billy Pilgrim is the latest of
Kurt Vonnegut's major figures, if
you do not county Stoney
Stevenson, hero of the recent PBS
movie, "From Time to Tim
buktu," and, as such, is perhaps
the most comprehensive figure of
Vonnegut's dark-humorous
sensibility, representative of the
entire pantheon of Vonnegutian
demi-humans.
But we're talking about the
movie, not the book - a distinc
tion
forgotten
by
many
movie / book freaks. Whereas the
author of a novel can take ad
vantage of the imagination of the
reader by giving limited amounts
of information to him, and also in
limiting the concrete picture by
the very nature of language it
self, which abstracts and
"covers" any verisimilitudinous
representation; the film, on the
other hand, is by its nature,
forced to deliver whatever ab
stracted thought it may contain
through a representation of
concrete visual images.
It seems to me that the movie
"Slaughterhouse 5" makes the
most of the peculiar qualities of
film to give over its meanings.
The novel lends itself readily to
film, though, as I said before, it is
a mistake to judge a film by how
closely it approximates the book ;
but the particular story, with its
leaps of time and space, is
delightfully suited to film. The
cutting from scene to scene, the
interpenetration and continuity
of thought, in the film is handled
expertly.
For example, when, as a
prisoner at Dresden, Billy
Pilgrim is told by the German
officer that, should he ever
become lost, or find himself in
trouble, he should repeat, to
whomever is near, the words
s c l a c h t h a u s
f u n f ,
(Slaughterhouse 5, the name of

the prison camp in which they
were kept.) In the next scene, we
find Billy aboard a charter plane,
having leapt 20 years into the
future, surrounded by his fellow
Rotarians on their way to a
convention.
Billy foresees the plane's
crash, and having lived it before
and
therefore
having
foreknowledge of it, resigns
himself to the disaster. At the
scene of the crash we find the
plane in fragments, scattered
over a Vermont mountainside,
and Billy, the sole survivor, lying
in the snow, bleeding profusely,
semi-conscious, muttering
schlachthaus funf as the masked
skiers arrive on the scene.
Finding himself in trouble, he
reverts to the use of the mantra
given to him by the German
officer. It is the kind of glue, so to
speak, that holds the movie, and
unstuck Billy, together.
I was delighted with the movie,
though I suppose that is neither
praise nor condemnation. It
seemed, like all good art, to have
an intricate, fascinating, and
even delicate structure; which
did not at all refer back to the
novel for its integrity. Those of
you who don't want to drive all
the way to Portland to see
"Slaughterhouse 5", consider
yourselves at least in some
measure advised as to its
merits,and if you can keep this in
mind until next summer when the
movie comes to Salem, you may
want to see it.

Sergiu Luca, distinguished
Israeli violinist, will be heard in
solo recital Friday, Oct. 20, at
8:215 p.m. in Lincoln Hall at
Portland State university.
His appearance is sponsored by
Celebrity Attractions and the
PSU music department.
Born in Bucharest, Luca was
only two years under way in his
musical education when his
family moved to Israel. His first
orchestral concert as soloist
came when he was nine with the
Haifa Symphony.,
After a year of study in London
and three at Bern Conservatory,
Switzerland, he came to

present
An EVENING of BRITISH BOOGIE

SAVOY BROWN
with special guest artists

URIAH
Sunday, October 22 at 8:00
SALEM ARMORY AUDITORIUM
$5.00 Day of Show

Tickets At Village Square Records In Monmouth
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A "parable in four scenes," the
production will be read bv Don
Schenck (middle) and George
Slawson,
both
assistant
professors of Humanities at OCE,
and Barbara Rhule, teacher of
English and drama at McNary
High School in Salem.

The performance will begin at 8
p.m. in Room 202 of the
Administration Building. There
is no admission charge and all
members of the OCE community,
as well as the general public, are
cordially invited to attend.

An evening of New Theatre
The first dramatic presentation dering by Lnford Wilson (author reduced to a mere 3 minutes in
at OCE this year, ACT TWO: An of The Madness of Lady Wandering, where three actors
Evening of New Theatre, may be Bright), Camera Obscura by play seven characters. Using the
seen tonight and tomorrow night Robert Patrick and Thoughts on future as a springboard for the
at 8:15 at OCE's Little Theatre. the Instant of Greeting a Friend "communication gap," Camera
In order to cover costs, 50 cents by Jean-Claude van Itallie Obscura concerns itself with an
(author of I'm Really Here! and "electronic" love affair. In
admission will be charged.
Thoughts on the Instant of
On the bill are four plays: American Hurrah).
Directed by Robert Wiard, the Greeting a Friend, two lovers'
Chuck by Jack Larson, Wancast for all four plays is Jane thoughts and, perhaps, selfMcDowell, Thomas Scales and realizations are revealed to the
audience between a "Hi-how-areWiard.
ou?" and a "Fine-thanks-howThis program is produced by
re-you?"
the OCE chapter of the Alpha Psi
For an introduction to four
Omega, the national honorary
America, where his musical fraternity.
playwrights views of our world
mentor was Ivan Galamian.
Chuck is a whimsical (?) new and its communications, and of
Since he was graduated from view of the door-to-door, us, fifty cents seems a small
Curtis Institute, Luca has led a magazine salesman. A young price to pay.
busy concert life. Last season he man's life is capsulized and
was soloist with the Oregon, New
Philharmonica, Israel, National
WHERE, OH WHERE IN THE WORLD!
and Atlantic Symphonies. The
chamber music concert series he
AUDITORIUM
developed the past two seasons
here has been of outstanding
excellence.
BALLETOMANE SERIES
His solo program will include
violin sonatas by Dvorak,
5 GREATEST COMPANIES
Debussy and Ysaye; and shorter
works by Kreisler, Sarasate and
Smetana.
His
keyboardd
NOV .16 • • * * * *
associate will be Victor
HARKNESS BALLET
Steinhardt.

Sergiu Luca

EJD & Concerts West

Advance © 4.UU

The second Humanities Night
program of the Fall quarter will
be held on the OCE campus
Tuesday evening, Oct. 24.
Featured will be a reader's
theatre presentation of Dan
Gerould's "Candaules, Commis
sioner."

Alan Watts to
be at Lin field

J

JAN. 19 * * * * * *

ROYAL WINNIPEG BALLET
FEB. 8 * • • * * *

Alan Watts, writer and lecturer
on philosophy* will speak at
Linfield College in Melrose
Auditorium on Monday, October
23rd at 8:00 p.m. His lecture is
entitled, "The Way of Zen: Its
principles and practice". Alan
Watts has explored Zen thought
since 1936 and is one of the more
lucid interpreters of Zen Bud
dhism to the West. Several books
are to his credit; among them
are, The Spirit of Zen, The
Meaning of Happiness, The Way
of Zen, and The Book.He has also
written a number of articles and
essays which continue to grow;
he has lectured extensively and
delivered a weekly broadcast
series.
Watts' main concern is closing
in on the Eastern effort, not to
rebel against convention, but to
liberate the mind. "I believe that
the main assistance we can
derive from Eastern man's ex
perience," Watts has said, "is in
methods for changing human
consciousness so that the
individual can "feel" his identity
as
an
organizorganismenvironment (or man-universe) ,
instead of a lonely ego-sealed bag
of skin."

NATIONAL BALLET OF CANADA
MAR. 14 * * * * * *

AMERICAN BALLET THEATRE
APR. 13 * * * * * *

MAURICE BEJART BALLET
OF THE XXth CENTURY
in dazzling presentation
of classic and modern repertoire
Full length Swan Lake, Sleeping Beauty,
Firebird, The Ecstasy of Rita Joe
These are only a few of more than 20 productions scheduled on
this series. Lavish costumes and scenery. Fabulous dancers and
foremost virtuoso ballet performers of our time. You will see
more than 300 sensational dancers from the four corners of the

Among them such legendary dancers as:
RUDOLPH NUREYEV, NATALIA MAKAROVA,
CARLA FRACCI, BERTOLUZZI
CYNTHIA GREGORY, ELEANOR D'ANTUONO,
KIVITT, LANDER, MARKS, WILSON
and many other Incredible stars
imagine, you have all five performances as low as *20.00. Rush
your orders now for the very limited auditorium capacity.

SERIES TICKETS *30, *25, *20
Celebrity Attractions, 1010 S.W. Morrison, 226-4371,
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HOUSE OF

"The Casual Cabaret"
(Come as you are)

Brings you

DIMER PRIMER
Tuesday and Thursday
7:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.

LIVE MUSIC
Featuring -

Salty Dog
by request

Sold Out The Back Door

4^
Southgate Shopping Center
3981 Commercial S.E.
Salem, Oregon 97303

For Reservations Phone 585-9890
Page 16

Flitcraft theft saves 13-6 win

Pack defenders keep EVCO record clean
by TIM PETSHOW

general, Peter Glindeman,
among others, made a deter
mined run at the Pack late int the
contest. But Jack Flitcraft
pilfered his second pass of the
game at the OCE 10 with 1:05 left
and a full house of Oregon College
partisans breathed easier.
It was a day made for football;
a gently breeze mixed witht the

tail end of Indian summer. It was was
Central Washington is on tap
clipping. The BIG
OCE'shome opener and if the BREAK OF THE GAME had for the Wolves on Saturday and
average spectator went away a been awarded to the Pack. But it the undefeated Wildcats well
little disappointed at the lack of was only a temporary setback. remember the 47-0 loss they
offensive firepower, the football Curtis, who ended up with ten suffered in Monmouth last year.
purists in the audience could completions in 21 attempts for an This promises to be THE big
appreciate the defensive struggle even 100 yeads, took his mates to game in the race for the EVCO
and the resulting turnovers the 22 before Flitcraft did his crown. Game time is 1:30 in
produced by these EvCo rivals. thing again.
Ellensburg.
After the 40-6 embarrassment
at Spokane, Oct. 7, Dr. Bill
McArthur and his troops worked
overtime last week in preparing
for the Savages. Mac went to the
drawing board and came up with
his version of the wishbone, a
-By Dave Lovikversion that puts more emphasis
on the inside attack than most
renditions. In the basic triple
It is time for a change at Oregon State. Dee Andros
option, the quarterback reads the
defense; either sending the has had a fine college coaching career but I feel that a
fullback inside, pitching to a change in head coaches is due for several reasons.
First of all, let's talk about the record. A 5-6 record
trailing halfback, or cutting back
against the grain on a keeper. A last year and 1-5 to date this year. A poor 1-5 it is, too.
variation sends a half-back Some alumni have been putting the heat on lately. The
(Doug Trice) inside on a trap only reason that it hasn't been worse is that OSU has not
play. Trice toted the ball 24
times, the majority of the carries lost to Oregon in a coon's age.
Secondly, Andros has had two bad recruiting seasons
going inside.
While the Eastern defense in a row and others that weren't so hot. Notable losses to
adjusted their set to ac out of state schools were Woodrow Green, Sonny
commodate the "new look" Sixkiller, and last years all-state QB Phil Brus. Why do
Wolfpack offense, OCE marched the big ones get away?
downfield to the enemy 32 on
The last point that I would like to make is the major
their opening drive, consuming
contributing
factor to all that is wrong with football at
almost half of the* opening
quarter, lorn Horn read the keys Oregon State. To quote OCE's head coach Bill McAr
well on this drive and ended up thur, "Football has changed more in the last three years
the afternoon as his team's than it did in twenty."
leading ground gainer.
So true. Colleges have perfected the Wishbone and pro
The first of ten turnovers oc type offenses. The defenses have improved greatly with
curred late in the first quarter
when Chuck Teste fumbled away bigger and faster athletes.
Dee Andros has not changed with the times.
a Steve McElravy punt. John
Andros dumped the triple option after losing the first
Smith Recovered and the
Oregonians were in business at three games of the season and reverted to his 1950-ish
the EWSC 17. But Savage full house offense. He shuns the pass like it was poison.
linebacker A1 Bushnell in You can't play good offensive football unless you make
tercepted an errant OCE pass on the defense play both the pass and the run. Three yards
the initial play of the second
period. Rookie signal-caller, and a cloud of dust j ust does not make it any more.
I for one am getting tired of picking up the sports page
Dave Curtis, subbing for the
injured Glindeman, hit Scott and always seeing Oregon State floundering around the
Garske for a 26 yard pickup. bottom of the standings. Tommy Prothro come home.
Garske was the leading receiver
This Saturday is the big one in the Evergreen
in the contest, catching six balls Conference. OCE travels to Central Washington for a
for 58 yards.
battle of conference undefeateds. Central is 3-0 in league
But Flitcraft, a bona fide All
American candidate, made a play and is 5-0 on the year. The Wolves are only 2-2 on
sprawling interception deep in the season but are 2-0 where it counts the most. EOC still
Eastern territory to halt the has an outside chance of winning the title but after an
visitors progress. Key plays in upset loss to OTI, they will have to beat both OCE and
the subsequent Oregon College
Central. Too much.
,. ,
drive included Horn running out
The fact that this game is being played in Washington
Tim Hundley, the ever present Wolf middle linebacker puts the stop
of the pocket for 17 key yards
on Doug Wheat the EWSC fullback.
followed by a Horn to Steve and a look at past performances indicate that Centra
should be a heavy favorite. But when a game is for all
McElravy strike for 12.
the marbles as this one is, anything can happen.
Horn
and
McElravy
again
Discover the World on Your
Central has been averaging 34 points a game while
teamed up with 0:06 left in the
half to tally the first TD of the qiving up only 14 points an outing. OCE on the other
game. Excellent field position hand has averaged only 18 points a game and their
Sails each September & February
was acquired when Terry normally sound defense has been prone to the big play in
Combine accredited study with
Watkins tackled Garske, the
educational stops in Africa, Aus
EWSC punter, when an errant aivinq up 28.5 points a game.
If Jack Flitcraft doesn't deserve Little All-American
snap forced him to scramble.
tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000
honors,
nobody does. Seven interceptions in four games
Watkins,
who
was
instrumental
students from 450 campuses have
in bottling up Eastern's inside is incredible. No doubt in my mind that he could step
already experienced this interna
running attack and who finished right in and do a job for any college team in the country.
tional program. A wide range of
with ten tackles, pulled off
Every team in my top ten had a fairly easy day except
financial aid is available. Write
another key defensive play by for Auburn. Three straight upset wins on the road
now for free catalog:
pouncing on another fumbled
WCA, Chapman College, Box CC40, Orange, Cal. 92666
punt midway through the third proved to be too much to ask as ninth rated LSU hum
stanza. In the comedy of errors bled the Tigers 35-7. Oklahoma's sterling defense scored
that followed, Horn fumbled, two touchdowns in the Sooners 27-0 win over Texas. The
Eastern fullback Phil Wheat Sooner defense has allowed just two field goals in four
fumbled and the Wolves had a games. Qluite a job.
reprieve. No mistakes were
forthcoming this time however,
as Trice carried twice for seven This week's top ten:
6-Michigan (5-0)
yards and Horn again went to the
1-Oklahoma (4-0)
7-LSU (5-0)
elusive McElravy for the decisive
2-Southern Cal (6-0)
8-Notre Dame (4-0)
score.
3-Ohio
State
(4-0)
EWSC, who outplayed the
9-Coto£ado (5-1)
4-Nebraska (4-1)
Monmouth men in the last 20
10-UCLA
(5-1)
5-Alabama (5-0)
minutes of action, scored at 5:09
of the final quarter when Kelly
Durgan rammed over from the
Well, Washington State and Oregon combined to
four yard line. But the gutsy wreck my predictions again this week. The Ducks didnit
visitors weren't done yet.
Bobby Picard dazzled the look like the same team that almost beat Washington.
crowd as he fielded a McElravy . Still, seven of eight isn't too bad It ran ^season s
punt at his 19 and put on a display record to 19-5-0 for a .792 percentage. Not too shabby,
of outstanding broken field but not that great either. Still have a long way to go to
running to take it all the way. But
(Continued on page 19)
back at mid-field lay the dreaded
'MVAW.V.V.%%Mi>>>>>X«X,XS
and
the
verdict
hanky
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The injury-riddled Savages
from Eastern Washington State
came within a clipping call of
upsetting their hosts from
Monmouth, Saturday afternoon,
October 14.
The visitors, minus their
leading ground gainer, John
O'Connor, and number one field

As I See It

SEMESTER AT SEA

Air Force Officer J
Qualifying Test

1
Test Will Be Given For AFR0TC
On Wednesday Oct. 25, 1972
at 9 a.m. In The Willowa Room §§
College Center

Lamron 2

S^I?Uundl.ey; 40' Mark Ferris> 84• a"d a fellow Wolf envelop an
kWSC back for little or no gain.

Wiry Doug Trice bulldogs for yardage in a game that saw him
spark the Wolf offense.

Jim Bachmier grabs an EWSC back as Henry Tautfest hurries
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over to assist.

Thursday, Oct. 19, 1972

Harriers prep for first meet,
get to host SOC Saturday
OCE's cross country team will
it's season in Monmouth
Saturday at 1 p.m. The Wolves
run against last year's district
meet runnerups as they take the
Southern Oregon Red Raiders
0ver an eight mile course.
Coach Don Spinas figures that
running the extended course will
kelp the Wolves when district
flieet time comes around and the
IVlonmouth harriers will find
themselves competing over a five
mile course.
0pen

The top Wolf runners will have
quite a test as John Barry, the
Raiders number one man, could
very easily be the top man in
district. However the Wolves
may surprise quite a few people
this year. Even Spinas didn't
expect anything great from this
years crop. But while the Wolves
have been sitting at home they've
been looking in on other meets
around Oregon, and right now
they look as tough as anyone.
Going down the list of top

Intramural standings schedule
LEAGUE STANDINGS
American:

TKB

fap Room
Local Union
Cream
Cowapa Cougars

Landers

iK's

Fighting Irish

Rational:

Ogden Athletics
Barnum No. 1
Team Canada
Butler No. 1
Butler No. 2
Buter No. 3
Butler No. 4
Barnum No. 2

3-0
3-0
3-0
2-1
1-2

0-3
0-3
0-3
3-0
3-0
2-1

2-1

0-3
0-3
0-3
0-3

Oct. 23--Barnum No. 1 vs Butler
No. 2 4 p.m., Ogden Athletics vs.
Butler No. 1
4 p.m. , Team
Canada vs Barnum No. 2 5 p.m. ,

Butler No. 4 vs. Butler No. 3 5
p.m.
Oct. 24-Cream vs. Tap Room 4
p.m., Cowapa vs IK's 4 p.m.,
Local Union vs TKB 5 p.m.,
Landers vs Fighting Irish 5 p.m.,
Oct. 25 - Butler No. 1 vs Bar
num No. 1 4 p.m., Butler No. 2 vs
Barnum No. 2 4 p.m., Ogden
Athletics vs Butler No. 3 5 p.m.,
Toan Canada vs Butler No. 4 5
p.m.
Oct. 26 — Cream vs IK's 4 p.m.,
Tap Room vs TKB
4 p.m.,
Cowapa vs Fighting Irish 5 p.m.,
Local Union vs Landers 5 p.m.
Oct. 30—Barnum No. 1 vs
Barnum No. 2 4 p.m., Butler No.
1 vs Butler No. 3 4 p.m., Butler
No. 2 vs Butler No. 4 5 p.m.,
Ogden Athletics vs Team Canada
5 p.m.
Oct. 31-Cream vs TKB 4 p.m.,
IK's vs Fighting Irish 4 p.m.. Tap
Room vs Landers
5 p.m.,
Cowapa vs Local Union 5 p.m.

contenders for the district team
title it appears as if all the teams
have two or three good runners
but none seem to be able to field a
full five runners of good caliber.
"Right now we're running close
together and have a good top
seven," said Spinas. He couldn't
even name a top man, as he could
only give four names and say,
who knows who'll finish first?
The four runners are Rick
Fordney, Kirk Gamble, John
Othus and Freshman Chris
Fatland. Fatland's two a day
workouts are paying off as he
continues to stick with the ex
perienced runners in the time
trials.
The fifth man on the team is
also anybody's guess. "Jim
Healy, Larry Muller, Paul Means
and Rob Frank all have a shot at
the fifth spot," said Spinas.
Overall the team looks very
confusing with anyone of four
runners being the top man and
anyone of four being the fifth
man. But it's confusing teams
like these that win cross country
meets.

Enthusiastic
turnout for
coed V-ball

Lorik's picks
(Continued from page 17)

catch up with Doug Lamear and Rod Luck and Sally the
Cumpter.
This week's picks:
Central Washington 14 over OCE -- If the Wolves of
fense finally comes around, look for an upset.
Alabama 7 over Tennessee - Who needs Johnny
^Arkansas 3 over Texas --To decide who goes to trie
Cotton Bowl, IF the winner doesn't stumble later.
UCLA 17 over Cal - The Bruins are flying high. The
Bears' third straight against a ranked opponent.
Wash St. 5 over OSU - I'm a believer in the Cougars
(4-2) now.
Stanford 20over Oregon - Shouldn't be this close.
USC 17 over Washington - I've maintained all along
| that the Huskies were not a quality team and for two
! weeks in a row they will prove it.
Oklahoma 10 over Colorado - First of the big games in
the Big Eight.
OTHERS: Pacific Lutheran over Willamette, Linfield
over College of Idaho.
I believe there is a definite necessity for a playoff
system to decide the national collegiate champion.
Usually there are two or three undefeated teams at the
end of the season and all have a legitimate claim to
being number one.
Sure, playoffs would take some of the luster off the
bowl games, but people would still pay to see two quality
teams plays. And just think of all the money the playoffs
would bring in.
Something has to be done, Nobody likes to see scores
like 77-7 and so on just to jmpress some reporter who
votes in the wire service polls. A big lead is just the thing
for playing inexperienced sophomores and juniors.
My proposal would be ah eight-team single elim
ination playoff to be held during December with the
final set for New Years Day alternating between the
major bowls.
A way to determine participants would be to
automatically seed the winners of the Pac-8, Big-8, Big10, Southwest and Southeastern conferences and then
pick three teams from the other conferences and the
independents for at-large berths.
Eight teams would be plenty as there usually arent
that many teams who can legitimately claim to be
numero uno. This system of having at large teams would
give second life to a top team whose only loss was a close
one to another ranked team. For instance, the loser of
this years USC-UCLA battle.
Comments, anyone???
Lamron 2

Co-ed intramural volleyball
began Tuesday, October 10 with
an enthusiastic turnout which far
exceeded anticipations. About 140
volleyball players turned out for
the first night of co-ed volleyball;
ninety more than were expected.
There were 12 registered teams Steve Ritchie, member of the OCE cross country team, finds that
after the first week, compared to practice isn't so bad. At least not when it is a warm and sunny day.
16 at the University of Oregon.
League play will continue until
November 14, when the cham
pionship finals are to be held.
In the co-ed games no more
than three men are allowed on
OCE exhibited a lot of desire were much sharper and the
the six player teams at one time. and teamwork but didn't quite defense much better than it was
There is a chance that a rule may have enough to defeat a tough at the first of the year. OSU's lone
be made which would prohibit OSU field hockey team as they goal came with only about five
men from spiking the ball went down in the last five minutes left as it seemed the
because of the risk of injury.
game would end in a scoreless
minutes 1-0.
The games, officiated by the
The Wolves have shown a much tie. OCE wasn't lucky enough to
volleyball officiating class, begin improved team every game but get the tie but they will get
at 7:00 p.m. and run until 9:00 last Monday they were just another shot at the Beavers
p.m. Following the co-ed games,, barely edged out giving them November 1 in Corvallis.
the gym is open till 10:00 for their first loss of the year. The
The Wolves also played George
anyone who wants to play pick-up game itself was every bit as close
games.
as the score end quoted with both Fox College in Newberg last
Irma Penwell, who is the teams having just about an equal Thursday as they easily pulled
supervisor of the games, says amount of possession. OSU may out the win, 3-0. Nan Collie and
that it is possible, pending the have had a couple more shots on Lauri Hunner both scored goals
approval of the athletic depart goal than the Wolves, but they in the first half the Debbie
ment, that two teams from OCE really didn't have any more Cherachanko finished off the
may host a play night in which scoring threats than did the scoring with a tallie in the second
the top co-ed intramural teams Wolves as OCE was constantly in half. It was the Wolves easiest
encounter all season as
from Oregon and Oregon State Beaver territory.
would attend. Gail Rice and Coach Jacquiline Rice felt that CoachRice was able to empty the
Linda Goodman are in charge of her team played exceptionally bench.
OCE's only home game next
the handling of the games, and well and that they were much
are doing a very good job of improved. Probably the biggest week will be against Lane
organizing the contests according improvement was in teamwork. Community on Tuesday at 3:30
to Miss Penwell.
It was easy to see that the passes instead of the usual 4:00.

Stick gals fall 1-0

Ron Plath sweeps right end in leading the TKB attack during intramural action
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Treasures from trash
Spokane, Wash. (AFS) -- Com
mon city garbage is now re
garded not just as waste but as
a baluable resource: "urban
ore." In cities such as Oakland,
in the form of steel cans, is
"mined " out of local trash
dumps with magnetic devices.
Over fifty mechanical sorters
have now been developed and

some of these work in curious
ways:

There's a giant pulper that
works like kitchen blender: it
spins out the heavier elements
and pours fiber pellets to make
into cardboard or roofing
materials.
There is a "ballistic " system
which "bats" different kinds of
trash from a rotating paddle
wheel, hurling heavier, denser
metals a distance beyond the
lighter, less compact paper and
plastics.
Fathers and mothers of Oregon
Another process grinds gar
College of Education students bage and "digests' ' it through
will be especially welcomed to bacterial action. The resulting
the campus for the annual Dad's compost, unfortunately, is too
Day, October 28.
high-priced to compete with
Starting with registration from chemical fertilizers.
8:30 to 9:30 a.m., special events
There's also a "dry" process
of the day will continue with a which spins the dried trash by
talk by Dr. Leonard W. Rice, centrifugal force, throwing the
president of OCE, at 9:30 in the heavier items out and forcing the
Pacific Room of the College lighterones through a "refiner"
Center ; and meetings of the Dads which recovers 70 to 80 per cent of
and Moms Clubs from 10 to 11. the wood and paper fiber.
From 11 to 12 the football coaches
and team will be presented by
Head Coach Dr. William
McArthur in the New Physical
Education Building gymnasium.
Following lunch in the student
Dining Commons, parents will
watch the OCE -- Eastern Oregon
College football game until 4 p.m.
Dormitories will hold open house
until 5 p.m.
PERSONAL | need some identity. HELP.
Ext. 496.
After dinner in the Dining
Commons, dormitory activities FOR SALE: Roll-away Bed $10. Unfurnished
Bookcase $5. Inquire Apt. 1-B, The
will entertain. At 7:30 p.m. there
Village (Behind the College Center).
will be a Talent Show by students
SALE: 1970 Honda 350, CL Model,
in the Pacific Room of the College FORSuper
excellent condition. Call and make
offer 838 3471.
Center. Reservation forms for
FOR
SALE:
Small reel-to-reel tape recor
the meals are being mailed to
der, Best offer $10 or best offer over $5.
parents of OCE students this
Call 581-7436 eves.
week.

Dad's Day
slated O.
28

James Redden, Democratic candidate for state treasurer, was on
the campaign trail at OCE Tuesday.

Reading authority in Salem
An international authority on
the teaching of reading, Dr. Nila
Banton Smith, will be guest
lecturer at a conference of
reading to be at North Salem
High School Saturday, Nov. 4.
Dr. Smith, a Distinguished
Service Professor at the
University of California at Los
Angeles, is the author of seveal
books on reading for adults
generally, for teachers and for
high school students. She has
lectured in France, England and

A pilot plant for processing
mixed municipal refuse has
operated successfully for a year
at Franklin, Ohio. It can process
150 to 500 tons a day, and consists
of a shredder , an air classifier, a
magnetic separator, screening
devices, and a flotation
separator. The system is
sponsored by the National Center
for Resource Recovery, a non
profit corporation founded by
labor and industry.
Still, we're recycling only one
to three per cent of the cans and
bottles manufactured annually,
and about one-fifth of our paper!
Moreover, most cities will not
install the new and expensive
recovery systems until their
garbage problem becomes
critical.
Meanwhile, there are now over
one million tons of recoverable
metals buried in sanitary land
fills in the United States. Perhaps
these will be the "mines" of the
future.
--Elinor
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Australia as well as the United
States on her subject.
Theme of the conference which
starts with registration at 8-9
a.m. will be "The enjoyment of
reading -- or ~ get on with the
story!" Dr. Smith is scheduled to
speak from 9 to 10:15 a.m. and
following a refreshment period,
group sessions and demon
strations of methods of coping
with reading instruction needs on
all school grade levels through
high school will be held until 1
p.m.

Want ads

WANTED: Large wooden office desk. Max.
60 in. wide. Call 581 7436.

NEEDED: roommate immediately. Call
Chris or Pam, 838 3919.
FOR SALE: 4 cyl. Chevrolet inboard engine.
Keith Strom, Butler Hall 22, 838 9995.
WANT TO BUY: American made car,
economical, reliable. Contact Keith
Strom, Butler Hall 22, 838 9995.

CAPITOL TIRE SALES/WAREHOUSES, IMC.

GROUP PURCHASE PLAN
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON STUDENTS *00 STAFF:
PERMANENT MEMBERSHIP

USE THIS
TfWMURV
MEMBERSHIP
CARD .

SPECIAL WHOLESALE DISCOUNT

GROUP PURCHASE PLAN

ORE. COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
ORGANIZATION
By special arrongement this membership cord entitles the holder to

up to:

50% DISCOUNT

OR MORE
on new tires, shock absorbers, automotive batteries, wheels, mufflers,
and other products and services.

CAPITOL TIRE SALES/WAREHOUSES, INC.
The Eosy Woy ... The Thrifty Way ... The Sensible Wov to Buy Tires"
(SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WAREHOUSE LOCATIONS)
Open Daily 8 to 7; Saturday 8 to 5
KELLY-SPRINGFIELD - DORAL - JETZON - ZENITH - CARNEGIE - VEITH - REYNOLDS
Manufactured by World s Largest Tire Makers or Subsidiaries
i
"TOP QUALITY ONLY"
/

COME TO OUR
fAREHOUSE AND
RECEIVE YOUR
PERMANENT
CARD

\

T0U MUST PRESENT THIS CARD
AT THE WAREHOUSE TO PURCHASE

^

I
6th AVE.

\
BROADWAY

7th AVE.

*i

CAPITOL TIRE

• PREMIUM ft FIRST LIRE TIRES
• CHRUME WHEELS * BATTERIES
• CAR STEREUS
* MUFFLERS
• SHUCK ABSURBERS
• FLUUR MATS, FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

PORTLAND, ORE. 97202
904 S. E. DIVISION ST.
PH- (503> 233-2431

STOCKTON 95204
4137 CORONADO AVE.
PH. (209) 465-5616

EUGENE, ORE. 97402
909 GARFIELD ST.
PH. (503) 342-7601 _

OAKLAND AREA
2059 WILLIAMS ST.
SAN LEANDRO 94577
PH. (415) 351-8434
SAN JOSE 95112
1760 ROGERS AVE.

1 SALES/WAREHOUSE, INC.

•1
<

WAREHOUSE LOCATIONS
SACRAMENTO 95814
1831 2nd ST. at S
PH. (916) 443-2526

PH. (408) 287-9112

1 1th AVE.

SAN FRANCISCO 94103
101 SO. VAN NESS AVE.
PH. (415) 621-2336

18th AVE.

CAPITOL TIRE SALES/
WAREHOUSES, INC.

909 GARFIELD EUGENE
(PH. 342-T60I) '

DALLAS, TEXAS 75247
3170 IRVING BLVD.
PH. (214) 634-0550

SAN DIEGO 92110
5433 GAINES STREET
PH. (714) 291-9150
LOS ANGELES 90039
4623 BRAZIL ST.
PH. (213) 240-4350
LOS ANGELES
(SO. WEST) 90061 .
13208 SO. FIGUER0AST.
PH. (213) 532-1671
ANAHEIM 92806
2020-A HOWELL AVE.
PH. (714) 639-9440
SAN MATEO 94403
4220 OLYMPIC AVE.
PH. (415) 574-7223

F-Z Poy Budget Terms-Bar.ltAmericard - Master Chorg*
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